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Chapter 1
Introduction

1-1 Status of Liquid Metal Magnetohydrodynamic Energy
Conversion Systems
The efforts towards the achievement of Magnetohydrodynamic (MIID)

power generation had been inaugurated in 1831 when Faraday attempted to demonstrate MHD power generation by measuring a potential
induced from the interaction of the tidal '
currents in the River
Thames with the terrestrial magnetic field.
Although his attempt came to be a failure,, he set forth the basic
principles which are applicable to MHD power generation.

From that time on, the progress has been made slowly but steadily
in this field, and then has been enhanced rapidly by five International Symposia on Magnetohydrodynamic Electrical Power Generation held every second year since 1962 and thirteen Symposia on
Engineering Aspects of Magnetohydrodynamics held in USA.
The basic attraction of MHD power generation is that a fluid can
serve both as the thermodynamic working substance and as the moving

component of the generator. The consequent elimination of rotating
parts is potentially advantageous, particularly for high-temperature systems.

There are three approaches in MHD power generation.

(1) Open cycle, combustion-gas plasma MHD power generation.
(2) Bra>rton cycle, inert-gas plasma MHD power generation.
(3) Rankine or quasi-Ericson cycle, liquid metal MIID power
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generatlon.

The first approach was developed to use an MHD generator as
a topping cycle for foss•il-fuel central power stations to in-

crease the overall thermal efficiency, In this case, the comyi

bustion gas flows direc,tly through a generator channel and is

released to the atmosphere after seeded substance for conducti-

vity-enhancement is removed from it. At present this approach
proceeds to the construction of both large-scale and long-life'
'
.
tlme
generator.
•

The second and third approaches have been extended by the

interest in use of MHD generations with nuclear heat sources.
The prospects for developing high-temperature gas-cooled
reactor, sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor and future fusion

reactor back up these two approaches. In contrast to the first
approach, a closed cycle is clearly required and therefore there
is some freedom in the selection of a working fluid.
The second approach is to ernploy a gas-cooled reactor with

helium as the working fluid in Brayton cycle. Since it is
difficult to obtain an adequate equilibrium electrical conductivity due to the temperature limitations imposed by nuclear heat
sources, any conductivity-enhancement scheme is required such
as nonequilibrium ionozation, in which the electric field
produced by motional induction is used to heat electrons preferentially.

'
From the studies performed in this appro'ach, it has, however,

become evident that the attainment of adequate electrical conductivity of the plasma within the temperature limits of the
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feactor to be possib].e in near future is unrealizalrle in splt'.f

ol' many efforts in the various conductivity-enhancenent atteinpts.

The tird approach is to generate electric power in an MHD
generator operated with the liquid phase or the liquid-vapor or
gas two-phase.

Interest in liquid metal MHD power generation has arisen
because of the high power'
density, which makes operation with
' possible, the large'
modest magnetic fields
magnetic Reynolds

number sufficient to make direct a.c. power generation possible,
and the possibility of operating these systerps at lower operating temperature than with plasmas.

In addition to the application in the central power station,
the liquid metal MHD power generation except for the quasiEricson cycle proposed by Petrick appears to be adaptable as a
power supply for space application, because of the attractive
specific weights, the high-temperature system, which keeps the
radiator area (and weight) to an acceptable level in space where
heat is rejected by radiation, and the greater reliability for
long-duration operation in space-vehicle missions by having no
ro }ating parts in the system.

itn contrast to an usual Rankine (or Bryton) cycle which uses
the vapor (or gas) phase as 'the working fluid, the liquid metal
i

MHD cycles must transfer the thermal energy of a v,apor phase

into kinetic energy or stagnation pressure df a fluid (liquid
or two-pl)ase mixture) of sufficient electrical conductivity to
adequately interact with the magnetic field in the MHD generator,
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(onsistent with this constraint, t.here have been propos("•L ,,"

dat.e four basjc cycles for the conversion system, i.e. .Separa
tor (proposed by Elliott in 1961), Injector-condenser CJacks-,cn

and Brown,1962), Emulsion (Petrick and Lee, 1964) and Slug flow
cycles (Bjerklie and,Po,well, 1968). The first two cycles
involve a two-step conversion in which the MHD generator operates
on kinetic energy that is derived from the conversion of thermal
energy prior to entering the generator.

A vapor is used to accelerate a liquid metal and then the

vapor is either separated or condensed. The extraction of
electrical energy from the liquid metal is the second conversion
step.

In the last two cycles the working fluid may be either a
homogeneous (emulsion) or an inhomogeneous (slug) two-phase
flow mixture, and the conversion of thermal to electrical energy
is accomplished without an intermediate separation or condensa-

tion step. That is, the accelerated two-phase mixture passes
directly through the generator. In all four cycles the acceleration of the liquid is achieved by the vapor or gaseous phase'
while the conductivity is attributed to the liquid.
Although both the Injector-condenser and Separator cycles have
been studied since the liquid metal MHD energy conversion concept
was introduced at the first International Symposium on MHD
EIectrical Power Generation in 1962 and is the most developed
cycles, it has become evident from the analytical and experimental studies that they have lower efficiencies than the cycles

with two-phase flow in the generator, This is due to the large
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iosses, e.g, f.riction and shock losses, in the separator ai':
iTljecto'r ttnits.

For this reason, interest in the Emulsion and Slug flow cycles
has increased since the fifth International Symposium in 1971.
The liquid metal MHD ,energy conversion systems adopt generally

the induction generator as a converter for the conversion of
kinetic energy to electrical energy by making use of the large
Reynolds nurnber inherent in liquid metal,

The M}iD induction generator has several advantages over d.c.

MHD generators in that there is no need for d.c.-a.c. inverters,
the stator windings serve as a step-up transformer to increase
the terminal voltage and reduce the armature current, and there
is no need for electrodes and connections for heavy direct
'
'

current.

An MHD induction machine was first proposed as pump by Chubb
in 1915 to pump a liquid metal by means of a rotating magnetic

field in a spiral-channel induction pump. From that time on,
several significant experimental studies have been undertaken
and then Delany et al. first operated in 1963 a flat channel
constant-velocity induction generator using a plasma as the
working fluid.

Reid and Jackson performed in 1963 the first experiment of
liquid metal MHD induction generator using NaK-78 (78 w/o K,
22 w/o Na) as the working fluid although the machine was not

self-excited. The first generator to operate with selfexcitation using.only capacitors to provide the reactive power
was constracted by Glukhikh and Kirillov in 1966 and yielded
tt t tt
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a maximum net output power of 1160 watts with an electical
efficiency of 29,5 percent at 20 Hz.

In 1971, Cerini and Elliott carryied out simultaneously the
power generation by means of MHD induction generator and the
acceleration of liquid metal with NaK-78 as the electrically
conducting liquid and N2 as the accelerating gas in the converter consisting of a nozzle, separator, generator and diffuser,
They obtained a net output power of 1,O kw, which was less
than half,of the expected value due either to high void fraction or error in the previous correlation of conductivity versus
void fraction.

Taking it into consideration that the cycles using two-phase
flow is more efficient as mentioned previously, more experimental
studies are required with respect to the effect of the vapor
phase on generator perforrnance (especially induction generator
performance).

1-2 Problems Treated in the Present Thesis
Liquid metal MHD power generation is treated analytically and
experimentally in the present thesis which consists of two parts.

The performance characteristics of d.c, Faraday generator
using liquid metal mercury and flat liner induction geneTator
using liquid metal eUtectic NaK-78 (78 w/o potassium, 22 wlo
sodium) as the electrically conducting working fluid are discuss-

ed in Part I, and the properties of two-phase mixture and the
performance characteristics of induction generator in which the
two-phase mixture flows are discussed in Part II using NaK-N2
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.-

kvo•-

phase flow system,

}n the liqu.id metal MHD d,c, power generator, the electricin1

conductivity of working fluid is so large as to be comparable

with that of the electrode. Under such circumstances the
perfect conductor apprqximation no longer holds for the electrode, because the electric potential loses its constancy and
acquires a certain pattern of distribution in the electrode as
well as in the fluid.

The power density becomes non-uniform, ahd furthermore the
average power density becomes smaller than in the case of a
generator with the perfect conductor electrode.

In Chapter 2, this problem is solved both analytically based
on the simple approximations and numerically taking the end

loss into account. The results obtained is verified with the
experimental generator using mercury flow as the working fluid.
In Chapter 3, the performance characteristics of a flat liner
channel MHD induction generator operated in both constant
current and constant voltage mode are obtained analytically,
appling the slit channel approximation but taking account of
variations in the travering magnetic field intensity in the
direction of the fluid flow according to differences in the
disposition of the teeth and slots in the stators.
The analytically obtained solutions were verified with the
experimental gener.ator operated in constant voltage mode using

'
NaK-78 as the working fluid.
The details of the liquid metal-vapor or gas two-phase flow
in the magnetic field (especially the traveling magnetic field)
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'/' i' //iia l,. y}, not to be made cle aT ,

iL inrge number of analytical and experimental studies with
x•fipe.ct to the frictiona! pressure drop for the two-phase flow
h,fwe been performed for t.he most part using water as a liquid

p'hase, It is in such field as the sodium cooled fast breeder
reactor and the liquid metal MHD power geneTation that the
1i"

quid metal-vapor or gas two-phase flow has begun to be treated.

Since the frictional pressure drop for the two-phase f16w has
been discgssed usually in such flow system, e.g. Iiquid-vapor
mixture in boiler tubes or in various refrigeration systems,
that is affected by mass flow rate, it has been compared with
the superficial single-phase pressure drop, obtained by assuming
that only single-phase flow rate is flowing alone in the channel,
or the actual singlerphase pressure drop, obtained by assuming
that the total' flow rate is flowing in the channel as a singlephase,

On the other hand, in such flow system, e.g. Iiquid metalvapox" or gas mixture in the MHD poweir generator, that is affected
b>r tlle velocity of liquid, the frictional pressure drop for the

two-phase flow should be discussed comparing with that for the
ll.'i.quid flow with the same velocity as that of the liquid in the

two-phase mixture,

This problem is diScussed in Chapter 4 and the expression of
the frictional pressure drop for the twoephase flow is obtained
empirically based on the experiment using NaK-N2 two-phase flow.
In Chapter 6 is discussed the correlation of apparent electrical
conductivity of two-phase mixture versus void fraction, which is
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oT}e. of. the most impotant values in the liquid metal lv!HD power

generation using the two"phase Åílow as the working fluid.

This value has been given theoretically by Maxwell and Grossman, and obtained experimentally-by Petrick, Elliott and several
other investigato"rs but'the results obtained by them does not
consist satisfactory with each other due to the difference in the
fluid, the flow condition and the method of measurement,
Water-nitrogen gas, mercury-watgr and NaK"nitrogen gas m'ixtures
in the static electric, static magnetic and traveling magnetic
field are treated here.

In Chapter 6, the performance characteristics of the induction
converter using the two-phase mixture flow are treated experi-

mentally and analytically in comparison with those using the
single-phase liquid flow as a working fluid,

The experiments have been performed with the flatrlinear channel
induction converter, through which NaK-N2 two-phaSe mixture flowed
at a velocity in the tange of 5.v30 m!sec,
'
Coupling the electro-magnetic equations with the power law

distribution for both velocity and void fraction proposed by
Bankoff, the author has solved numerically the performance characteristics of the induction converter using two-phase flow and
explained well the results obtained experimentally,

The results obtained in this chapter is one of a few contribution to the progress in the MHD induction power generation
using the two-phase flow.

The summary conclusions are described in Chapter 7.
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Part I
T)ouer Generation Using the Single-Phase Flow
as the 1•Vorking Fluid

Introduction
'
A lot of studies for the MEID power generation using a liquid
metal single-phase flow as a working fluid have been performed
a,nalytically and experirnentally imagining Separator and

Injector-condenser cycles which were proposed early in the
researches of this field.

The a.c. induction generator and the d,c. Faraday generator
are feasible as a converter of kinetic energy to'

energy. The former has been studied'

electtical

mainly, for it has seve-

ral advantages over the latter as mentioned in the previous
sectlon.

For the most part of the analytical and experimental studies
with respect to both these generators, the flat liner channel
has been adopted for its simplicity and a few studies using
the spiral,or annular channel (for induction generator only)
have been performed,

One of the problems in the flat liner channel generator is
the end loss due to the eddy currents in the fluid upstream
and downstream of generator.

Another problem in the d.c. Faraday generator arises as a
result of the performance characteristics inherent in it,

i.e. Iow output voltage and hevy current. That is, the electric conductivity of working fluid is so large as to be compara-
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ble with that of the electrode and therefore the perfect
conductor approximation no longer holds for the electrode,
because the electric potential loses its constancy and acquires
a certain pattern of distribution in the electrode as well as
in the fluid.

The power density becomes non-uniform in the generator, and
furthermore the average power density becomes smaller than in
case of a generator with the perfect conductor electrode.
In Chapter 2, this problem is treated analytically and
experimentally and discussed comparing with the end loss.
In MHD induction generators, the channel through which the
'

working fluid flows is set in the air gap of the magne"t and

therefore this air gap should be much larger than that of
,
'
usual induction machines.
On account of this large air gap, all of the magnetic flux
does not traverse the air gap and there is inevitably some
leakage in the direction of working fluid flow.

Besides, the magnet, which generates the traveling magnetic
wave, consists of a finite number of teeth and slots, and thus'
the effective value of the magnetic field intensity generated
in the air gap varies in the direction of fluid flow according
to the disposition of these teeth and slots.

The liquid metal MHD induction generator possesses another
serious problem, which is associated with the fluid channel
'
which protects the polyphase
windings and laminated stators
and other structural parts of the generator from the liquid
metal working fluid which flows at high velocity and temperature,
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and furthermore under high pressuTe in the particular case o'f

the constant cross-sectional area generator. Since the traveling magnetic field is applied over a metallic channel, eddy
currents are induced in the channel wall, which cause power
loss. Details of these problerns are discussed analytically

and experimenta"y in Chapter 3.
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. Chapter 2
Decrease in Power Density due to Finite Electrode
Conductivity in Liquid Metal )irLID D.C, Generator

2-1 Introduction
In the liquid metal MHD power generator, the electric conductivity of the working fluid is so large as to be comparable

with that of the electrode. Since the current density in'the
electrode as well as in the working fluid is large, the perfect
conductor approximation can not always be applied to the electrode,

Since the electrode conductivity is finite, a potential

gradient is created in the electrode. This distortion of the
electric potential distribution in the working fluid causes
non-uniformity in the power density, and furtherrnore the ave-

rage power density is thereby lowered in comparison with the

case of perfect conductor approximation. The joule loss in the
electrode as well as the power density in the working fluid
become non-uniform, and consequently the electrode resistance
can no longer be treated as part of the bus-bar resistance.
'
On the other
hand, an analysis performed by sutton et al.(1)

has revealed that the end loss is decreased by reducing the
load factor K and by increasing the aspect ratio, i.e. the
ratio of electrode length to channel width.
'
According to the analysis treated here, however, the loss due

to the non-perfect conductor, shows a behavior contrary to the
end loss with both the load factor and the aspect ratio as

-13-

parameters.

In this chaper, the performance cha'racteristics of the
generator wi.th non-perfect conductor electrodes is analyzed

under certain simplified assumptions, and also the numerical
analysis is performe,d taking the end !oss into account,

Furthermore, a description is given of experiments performed
with a mercury blow-down facility which have verified the
results obtained analytically and numerically.
'
'
'

2-2 NQn-Perfect Conductor Analysis
When the working fluid flow is steady unde.r a static field,

Maxwell's second law becomes
Since there are no change densities in the medium, with
'
and Eq. (1), the Laplacian field equation forrnulates the
behavior of the potential:
'
The electric current density is given from Ohm's law:

J=u(-VÅë+UxB)
(2-4)
If the perfect conductor approximation is adopted, Eq,(3)
can be analytically treated under simple boundary conditions
using conformai mapping(i) or Fourier series(2)(3). However,
considexing the conductivity of the electrode to be finite,
'
Eqs,(2-3) and (2-4) are solved
numerically or analytically,
based on the following assumptions:

(1) Constant cross section in MHD channel
-14 --

(2) One-dimensional single-phase flow in X direction
(3) Induced magnetic f,ieid is neglected

(4) Electric current flows in Y direction in working
fluid and in X direction in electrode
The assumption (4) will be now verified using the results of

numerical calculation, In Fig.2-1, constant pitch of load
terminal position is furtheT assumed, and taking advantage of
the symmetry acquired by 'neglect of the induced magnetic field,

the analysis is made only over the zone bounded by the parallel
dashed lines.

The electric potential on the electrode is expressed by

Åë(x)=aUB-ajy(x)!crf OE.xsL (2-5)
and the potential gradient at x by

gi'i=Jl:l'llllli"(l'dx ' (2-6)
From Eqs.(2-5) and (2-6),

d2Åë
. Åë= -K2aUB (2-7)
-K2
dx2
where 2 af
o at
e
Equation (2-7) can be solved analytically under the boundary
conditions

dÅë ,

(1) ---=o x=L (2-g)

dx

(2) Q= KaUB x=O (2--10)
and the solution becornes

-IS-

Åë (x) ,tvB [i -- a -K) . eXP{ Ke .;Ii l.i -( XK Iil ". ee Xx Pp {( I KK i ll "X) } ] ( i •i /)

Frorn Eqs,(2-4) and (2-11), the electric current density in

the fluid and the output current are given by

, , exp{K(L-x)}+exp{-K(L-x)}

jy(X) = Of(1-K)UB' ..p(.L).,xp(..L) (2-12)
i = 2b Jt jydx

tanh x

=cfX f(1-K) UB2bL (2-13)
The effective internal resistance Rieff of the generator can
be determined with use of the load resistance Ro:

Rol=K2aUB (2-15)

where R
Ro'Rieff

From Eqs.(2-13), (2-15) and (Z-16),

Rieff " aaKfb coth x ' (2-17>
When perfect conductor approximation is made, the internal
resistance can be given by

a

1 ufbL
The performance characteristics of a generator under perfect
conductor approximation, for instance, the output power, the
electro-mechanical power extracted from the fluid, the joule
-- 16-

loss in 'the fluid, the pressure drgp across the generator
channel clue to the electric retarding force, are expressed
respectively as follows:

rS5 = 4abL(1-K) Ko fU2B2 (2-19)

P?=4abL(1-K) ofU2B2 (2-20)
Pfloss = 4abL(1-K) 2o fU2B2 (2-21)
'
ZTtT=lof(1-K)UB2
, (2-22•)

Using these expressions, in a generator 'with non-perfect

conductor electrode, the pressure drop across the generator
channel and''the electro-mechanical power of the fluid become

AP =fx
L JyBdX " AP'A,

e-

(2-23)

Pf = 4abUAP = rrfr.A,

(2-24)

and the output power
Po = 2IO(O) = Po'Ao

(2-25)

where xo

. Ri . tanh x
Rieff X

The joule loss in the fluid and in the electrode

(2-26)

are

respectively
pfioss = cr4afblLo jy2 dx

'

= Pfloss {A,/2+2(expx+exp(-x))2}

(2-27)

'
' dx
Peloss = .4b,t ft (lll Jy dx]2

= Pfloss {A,/2-2(expx+exp(-x))2}
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(2-28)

The resistance ratio Ao, which determines the performancct
characto.rtlstics of the generator with finite conductivity ekct-

rode, is presented graphically in Fig,2-2. As is evident from
Fig.2-2, Ao approaches unity with decreasing x, which depends
on the ratio of conductivity between fluid and electrode, and
'
on the generator configuration.
This means that decreasing x approaches the performance
characteristics of the ge'nerator to the ideal. The reader
should refer to Table 1 in which the conductivity ratios of
various metals are shown.

2-3 Comparison with End Loss
Provided the magnetic field terminates abruptly at the end
of the electrodes,.the resistance ratio Aend which was referred to in the previous section can also be defined as the ratio
between the effective internal resistance of the end loss and
the internal resistance of the ideal generator:

R, K 21n2
Xend=Rilff=1-1-K
c. (2-2g).
The ratio of power density between that of a generator with
end loss and that of the ideal generator can be defined as

Atilii ltirICdg#ii pg\g. ggnsily = xe.d (2-3o)
If only the non-perfect conductor effect i$ taken into consideration, the ratio of power density is given from Eq,(25):

AC,gg#l ig\g; g2:lll} --- A, (2-3i)
-18-

loss and the

ratio between the end

rr he

power of fluid is
End loss

Electro-mechanical

power of fluid

electro-mechanical
K2 21n2
(2-32)

1-K CT
O<K<K

== " max

'
where Kmax '. (1+2t?2L)"1

The ratio of the joule
electro-mechanical power

(2-33)
•loss in the

electrodes
and the

of fluid in

the non-perfect conductor

treatment is given by
Joule loss in

electrodes

Electro-mechanical power of fluid

" (1-K)( li - ..p(2x)2X",.p(.2x) ] O`-K<==1 (2-34)
Rewriting Eq.(2-14), the "electrode configuration decision
factor G" is defined as follows:'

X= aGC
wher

1/2 cl/2 (2-35)

g G. ,/iT l.-i) (llLt)i/2 (2-36),

From Eqs.(2-30),(2-31),(2-32) and (2-34), it can be made clear
that the end loss effect is reduced as the aspect ratio C is
increased, while the same changes would increase the non-perfect

conductor effect. '
As is evident from Eqs.(2-35) and (2-36), when we select an
electrode with small C, the G value can be made large, which
permits reducing the dimensions of the electrode and the number
of load terminals.
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The sum of the end Joss fac'tor and the electrode loss factor

individually determined is given by

tanhx K 21n2

X 1-K CT ,

In the case where both loss factors have the same order of
magnitude, it is necessary to treat the Laplace equation
numerica11y.

2-4 Numerical Computation with Both End Loss and Non-perfect
Conductor Effect Taken into Consideration
In the non-perfect conductor analysis, the, analytical solu-

tions are made under the assumptions described before7 while
the per' fect conductor approximation is adopted for the end

loss calculation.

However, treating the end loss and the electrode loss simultaneously makes it impossible to solve the Laplacian field
equation analytically. Besides, we mu'

st verify the validity

of the approximate solutions which are given under the principal
assumption that the distributions of the electric line of force
and the electric equipotential line embody no distortion,
For these purposes, a numerical computation using high speed
digital computer is perforrned to determine the electric equi-.

potentiai iines(2)(4). Equation (2-3) is soived numericany for
'
the generator configuration sho'wn in Fig.2-3, with the following
'
boundary conditions:

Åë(x ,a+t) =KaUB L-P<-.H?c <=L +p 3L-p sx :g.3L (2-38)

Åë(x,O) =O O<=x <..-E (2-39)
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j.(x,y) =af(- •l-lli)=o os>r:!..a x=o x=E (2-4o)

jy(x,y) =uf (- gitii)=o 3L<"HF?csbuE y=a (2-41)
jx(x,y) = oe (-'g{t' )=o x=o x=3L astLys-.a+t (2-42)
jy(x,y) =u.(- g-lti)=Q .osix<=L-p L+p$xs3L-p y=a+t (2-43)
jy(x,y) .of(. g.lti . uB) ..e(- g.lti) o,-.-.,-.hr3L y.. (2-44)

The numerical computation is performed with the finite

difference
method.
'
•
Figure 2-4 shows the ratios between the effective internal
ciency are shown in Fig.2-6, and the power density in Fig.2-7.,
losses.

The curves (1) and (2) represent X(1) and A(2), the ratios
viewed from the 2nd load terminal and from the outermost load
terminal.

The dotted curve (3) shows the results analytically obtained

with Eq.(2-26). Figure 2-S shows X(1) and A(2) as functions of
the load factor K.

The ratios of the electrode loss and the end loss to the
electro-mechanical power extracted from the fluid and the efficie'

ncy are shown in Fig.2-6, and the power density in Fi'
F'r' oin Fig.2-4, it is clear that X(1)' and X(2) are both lower

than X,, and that between the first two curves, X(2) is appreci-

ably lower than X(1), This order can be explained first from the
'

'
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g.2-7.

end loss and second from the distortion suffered by the electric line of force and,the electric equipotential line which

rise to higher levels with increasing x, Furthermore, the end
loss is considered to affect A(2) much more than A(1),
Figure 2-4 reveals the fact that the differences of X(1) and
'
X(2) from Xoincrease with x. This is considered to result
from accentuation of the distortions with increasing x,
Since the end loss becomes small for an actual generator
whose aspect ratio might be much larger than that of the generator treated here, e.g., C=3, A(1) and X(2) should approach

A unless large distortions appear,
a

For an actual generator, the end loss will also be reduced
by increasing vanes placed in the flow upstream and downstream
of the electrodes and/or by magnetic field extensions beyond
'
the ends of the electrodes which decrease
the gradients in the
magnetic field at the inlet and outlet and suppress the eddy
currents in the fluid(1)(6)(7),
' X(1) and X(2) fall rEar
It is to be noted in Fig.2-5 that

below Ao at large load factors where the end loss becomes more
marked: A(2) reduces to zero at K=O,82 instead of at O.87 as
given by Sutton, and no output power is obtained from the
outermost load terminal at values of K above this value,
It is seen from Fig.2-6 that the electrode and end losses
show a contrary behaviours in respect of K. 'Though the generator efficiency equals K for an ideal generator, in our case it
decreases abruptly at large K due to the end loss, as shown in
Fig.2-6, and also as pointed out by Sutton.
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The power density in this case has its maximum value, not at
K=O.5 as in an ideal generator, but at less than O.5,.(see
Fig.2-7)

Figure 2-8 shows typical distributions of eiectric lines of
'

force and equipotential lines in a quarter section ef generator.
It is seen that for x=2,14, the distortions do not appear
'

distinctly in the fluid except in the extremities, whereas in
the electrode distortions appear, and this is one of the
reasons why X(1) and X(2) are lower than Ao, as seen in Fig.2-4.

2-5 Experimental Verification
Experiments were performed using a mercury blow-down facility,

with the generator shown Table 2. The apparatus had a relatively large aspect ratio and magnetic field extensions, for

the purpose of reducing the end loss. The range of fluid
velocity through the generatoT channel was 2tv6 m/sec.

Since the end loss increases with the load factor and reaches
'
maximum
at K=1, 'the open circuit voltages were measured to de'
termine the end loss. The open circuit voltages obtained for
case (1) agreed with that of the ideal generator shown by the
solid line in Fig.2-9, indicating that the end loss was
negligibly small.
Figs.2-10 and 2-11" show the experimentally determined power

densities for the case where copper electrodes were used, and
the curves (1) represent the theoretical power density in the

case of a perfect conductor. The curves (2) represent the
theoretical power density obtained from Eq.(2-25) and the
tt
'
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dotted curves the numerically computed power density.
Figure 2-12 correspond to Fj.gs.2-10 and 2-11 in the case
where stainless steel electrode are used,

In these figures the experimental results are lower than the

power densities obtained from Eq,(2-25), This is due to the
contact resistance between the(5)
electrode and mercury as
well as on account of the distortions of lines of electric
force and of equipotential.

similar results were obtained with copper electrode while
mercury amalgamation had not proceeded, but with increasing

amalgamation the power density improved. Wieh stainless steel
electrode, however, no amalgamation could occur to reduce the

contact resistance. The experimentally determined potential
difference along the electrodes f6r case (3) is presented in
Fig.2-13, together with the theoretical curve analytically
obtained from Eq.(2-11).

2-6 Validity of One-Dimensional Flow Approximation
One-dimensional flow is assumed in the present treatment.
It should be necessary to ascertain the validity of the approximation for a realistic liquid MHD condition as well as for
'
the present gener.ator conditions as analyzed
and experimented.
It may be possible•to reduce the question to a Hartmann problem wh,ere .laminar flow is assumed(8), The v. elocity profile

'
of flow yields the boundary layer in which the electromotive
force becomes smaller than the output voltage and the electric
current flows in the direction opposite to that of the electric
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current in the main region of flow.
The ratio between the boundar>r la>rer depth and the generator

channel height is given by
-1 ln(1-K)
Boundary layer depth

Generator channel height = Ha Ha>'1 (2-4S)

'
Then the ratio might be smaller for a turbulent flow with
1/7-power flow profile.
Table 3 shows the paranieters necessary to calculate the ratio.

In our experiment the Hartmann'number falls within the range
12-40, and the flow is turbulent because the Reynolds number
becomes 105 in order, so that the ratio dete.rmined from Eq.(2-4S)

becomes so small as to permit the boundary layer to be neglect-

ed, For an actual generator with a fluid velocity of 50 m/sec,
the generator channel height of O.05 and the magnetic field of
1 Tesla, the Reynolds number takes the order of 106, and the

Hartmann number l03,v3Å~lo3. '
This indicates that the treatment adopted here should be a
good approximation.tt

2-7 Discussions and Concluding Remarks
It may be qualitatively stated that, with increasing load
factor, the electrode loss decreases whereas the end loss

increases, as is clear from Eqs.(2-32) and (2-34). The sum of
the two losses, as expressed by Eq.(2-37) cannot be considered
to represent accurately the losses incurred in an actual generator, where the two kinds of loss are interrelated and not
independent of each other.
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Since the experiments were performed under such condition as
to minimize t.he end loss, the experimental results agreed very

well with the value calculated from Eq.(2-25). The small
difference that remained between computation and experiment can
be interpreted to be' dUe to the fact that magnetic field exten-

sions are applied in the experiment to reduce the end loss
whereas in the computation the field extensions are not taken
into account.
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Nomenclature
a:

IIalf witdth of fluid channel

b:

Half height oil fluid channel

TL:

Length of fluid channel

L:

Half length between terminals

c:

Aspect ratio' (=TL!2a)

m:
p:

Number of terminals
'
Terminal width

B:

Magnetic field

U:

Fluid velocity

of:
ae:

Electrical conductivity of fluid

Cu :

Ratio of conductivity between fluid and electrode
J
'
Load factor

K:

Electrical conductivity of electrode •

Ro:

'
Load resistance

Ri:

Internal resistance with perfect conductor approximatlon

Rieff:

Internal rcsistance with non-perfect conductor or
end loss

Ha:

Hartrnann number=Bb(electrical conductivity/viscosit>r)

'
Superscript

(--) :

Performance characteristics of the ideal generator
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Conductivit>r

Table 1

Electrode

ra t. lo

CuStainlesssteelTemp.

(AISI-347)(Oc)

Fluid

O.152,3800
O.184.4400
O.206.6200

Na

NaK-78*

O.06S1.0800
O.061•1.5400
O.0531.7200

O.0432.020

Hg

O.026O.73300

O.O18O.8420
* NaK-78 Na 22w/o, K 78 w/o

Table 3

Properties of liquid metal
in reference to
the Hartmann and Reynolds numbers

RatiobetweenKinematicTemp.
electriccon-viscosity(OC)
ductivityand(m2/sec)
viscosity

'

(sec/kg-9)

Na

1.21Å~10iO2.36Å~10'"7800
1.64Å~10iO3•.25Å~10'"7400
1.64Å~10iO4.98Å~10"7200
'

NaK-78

6.6oxl092.13Å~lo-780o
7.32Å~1092.68Å~10"7400
6.11Å~1093.87Å~10"7200

Hg

6.78Å~1081.14Å~10'720
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Table 2
Case Channel

width
(m)

'

ua

o
t

Generator configuration adopted

Channe1 Channel
length
height
(m)

(m)

Electrode
width
(m)

(1)

O.O164

O.O03

O.50

O.O035

(2)

O.0200

O.O03

O.24

O.O035

(3)

O.02OO

O.O03

O.24

O.OIO

Magnetic

fieldregion

m experlment
Aspect

Electrode

.ratlo

(m)

O.50

O.50

Number
of

termi11.q.]L---,

30

SUS-27

4

12
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3

12

Cu

3

Electrode

U-. Fluid
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t

:

l

:
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Load
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:
:
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;
:
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,
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Load
l
1

Fig.

2-1

Generator geometry for analysis

l.o
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Fig.

2-2

1oo

X

io' ici2

Ratio Xo between Ri and Rieff for generator

with non-perfect

conductor electrode
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yLoad
a+t

a

o

Fig. 2-3

geometry for

Generator

Å~

numerica1 computatlon

'

LO
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(I) ""NNs

N

O.8

NXx

(2)

NX,tN

Q6

N(3)
NN
Å~

O.4

Å~
Å~
N

O.2
1 o--i

Fig.

2-4

1oQ

NN

NN"".b..

.•..-.--..--

IOi

X

lo2

(1) X(1), (2) X(2), (3) X,,

K=O.5, C=3

Ratio between Ri and Rieff

obtained by numerica1

computation
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Q6
Q4

Q5
C2)
<3)

Q4

O.5

O.5

Q2

")
O.2

t

Ol

ut
tu
l

o.I

oo

Fig.

2-5

O,2

Q4 K

Q6

O.8

o

O Q2 Q4K Q6 Q8

(1) X(1), (2) J'L(2), (3) Ae,

(1) Efficiency, (2) Enci loss,

x=2.14, C=3

(3) Electrode loss, x=2.14, C=3

Ratio between Ri and Rieff

Ijg. 2-6

Generator efficienc>r and ratios

obtained by numerical com-

of end and electrode losses in

putatlon

reference to electromechanica].

power extracted from flurd

O15

MW

M3
o.Io

o.os

o

o

Q4 K

Q2

O.6

Q8

Iilectrode: Stainless steel (AISI-347), Fluid Sodium, Temp.: 8000C

FIujd velocity: 1 m/sec, Applied magnetic field: 1 Tesla
Dimensions

Generator length: O.6 m, Electrode width: O.05 m, Channel
height: O.Ol m, Channel width: O.2 m, Channel length upstream
and downstream of generator: O.07S m
Number o{. terminals: 4, x=2.14, C=3

Fig. 2-7 Power density
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Electrode: Stainless steel (AISI-347), Fluid : Sodium, Temp.:
8000C, Fluid veiocity: 1 m/sec, Applied magnetic field: 1 Tesla

Dimensions
.
Generator length: O.6 m, Electrode width: O.05 m, Channel
height: O.Ol m, Channel width: O.2 m, Channel length upstream
and downstream of generator: O.075 m

Number of terminals: 4, x=2.14, C=3
Fig. 2-8 Distribution of current 1'i'nes and equipotential lines
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cm
(3)

Chapter 3
Energy Loss in Llquid Metal MHD Induction Generator
due to Discrete Tooth-Slot Arrangements

3-1 Introduction
In the present chapter, an analysis is made of the performance characteristics of liquid metal MHD induction generators
taking into consideration the variation of the effective value
of the magnetic field intensity df the traveling magnetic wave
due to the disposition of teeth and slots as well as the ohmic
loss in the metallic channel wall. In this .analysis, the author
adopts the ''slit channel approximation'' which assumes that the

magnetic flux traverses the air gap of the magnet without attenu-

ation. The validity of this approximation is verified in Section 3-2-c using the analyses performed by Wang and Dudzinsky(1)
(3), pierson and Jackson(2), who have assumed that the effective
intensity of the magnetic field is constant in the direction of
fluid flow but decreases toward the center of the air gap in the
direction parallel to the magnetic field due both to the flux
leakage and to the skin effect.
'
The author treats the induction generator under both constant

current mode and constant voltage mode operation in the theoretical analysis.
'
Furthermore, in order to verify the analytical solutions,
'
experiments have been undertaken with an experimental induction
generator .using NaK-78 as the electrically conducting worldng

fluid, which is accelerated through the generator channel by
-- 39-

compressed N2 gas.

3-2 Formulation of the Problem
3-2-a Constant Current Mode
The configuration of'the MHD induction generator to be analyzed is 'shown in Fig,3-1. The working fluid flows in the x-direction with velocity V between two paTallel channel walls of infin'ite extent in the x- and z-directions spaced a distance b

apart. The fluid is assumed to be, incompressible, homogeneous,
isotropic, and electrically neutral with conductivity af and
permeability vo, which is the same as that Gf free space.
The channel walls have a thickness of w/2 and a permeability
of p,, and may be either plectrical insulators or conductors

with conductivitygw, ' / ,
The electromagnet frDn has a permeability of uc>>uo and is
laminated in the x-direction to minimize• eddy current losses.

The exciting plates are assumed to be thin so that they can
be replaced by current sheets in which the electric current

flows in the z-directiQn, Insulators of infinitesimal thickness are required between the different regions to prevent
current flow in the y-direction,

In order to decouple the electro-magnetic equations from the
fluid mechanical equations, the author assumes further that the
fluid velocity is constant both across the channel and in the

direction
of flow,
'
tt
'
In the rationalized MKS system,
neglecting the displacement current, Maxwellrs equations are
'
tt
'
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eB
at
and Ohm's law
' '

J:cr (EtVxB) ,, (3-5)

Furthermore, the author' assumes that the magnetic field in the

air gap of the magnet is transverse to the flow, i.e. y-directed
and independent of y ("slit channel abproximation'')(2).
t. using the analytical
This approximation is discussed later
'
' given by Wang and Dudzinsk>r.
solution
The differential form

of Maxwell!s equations cannot be used because of the neglected
y-dependence of B(Z), Instead, B' is determined from the
'
integral form of Eq.(3-2),' which is

,fli'B.dx=u, fJ'n da (3-6)
and this equation is applied to the dashed contour of Fig.3-1,
where 1 is the dashed line, a the area bounded by the dashed
line, n the unit vetcor peTpendicular to the x-y plane, and
J the sum of the exciting electric current and the electric

currents in fluid and wall. From Eq.(3-6), the author the relation between the total magnetic field intensity and the electric
current densities in the three regions, in the form
'
'
9.lt]i:S2S:-!2x(X t) = ii ;' {Jf(x,t)b + Jw(x,,t)w
+ Jo (x,,t/ )}, (3-7)
'
where Jo is the exciting electric current density per unit
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.i.Åëngth and Jf ts the electric currenr. dr-lix-i.q.ity in the flui..

ana Jw that in the channel wall,
From Eq.(3-5), the electric current density in the fluid and
'

in the wall are given respectively by ,
Jf(x,t) =uf{EzCx,t) + VBy(x,t)} . (3-8)

'
J.(X,t) =UwEz(X,t)
(3-9)

The disposition of the teeth and slots in the electromagnet
st.ator determines the variatioR of the effective value of th.e

exciting •magnetic field, .
The author approximates this variation by a sinusoidal wave as
shovvn in Fig.3-2 and then the exciting magnetic field B,(x,t) is

expressed by

'
B,(x,t)=Bom{(1-y)+y12(exp(jnKx)+exp(-jnKx))}

. xexp{j(cot-Kx)} , - (3-10)
where n is the number of- teeth per wave length, K the wave, '
2me;r.;."'.ih3.:",g",l.g.r ftS;U,8:;Ys.l=E6illgi;.a"dy expresses

'
tt
We can suppose that the exciting magnetic field expressed by'
Eg.(3-10) is created by the current sheet whose electric current
per unit length is given from Eqs.(3-6) and (3-IO):

b+w
J,(X,t) " Bo,,,jK[(Y"1)'y/2{(n"1)exp(jnKx)

Po•
' ' ..

-(n+1)exp(-jnKx)}] exp{j(cot-Kx)} (3-11)
Since the magnetic field is in the y-direction, and is inde,

pendent of y, while the electric field is in the z-direction '

and mdependent of z, Eqs.(3-1) and (3-4) are always satisfied;
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Assuming the magnetic field and the electric field to l>{,) ,

time harmonic function, they become

By(x,t) = By.(x)exp (j oot), (3-12)
Ez(x,t) = E,.(x)exp (j cot), (3-13)
and then Eq.(3-3) becomes

1 dEzx(X)

Byx(X)=3."U].' d. (3-14)
Substituting Eqs.(3-8), (3-9), (3-11) and (3-14) into Eq.(3-7),
we obtain' the second order linear differential equation in
respect of the electric field intensity:

d2E
d.iX dE
' Ql dilX - Q2E,x =F(x), (3-ls)
where

R

Ql =mf1.e K(1-S)'

(3-16)

2

. Rmf' 2
Q2 = J 1.e K (1+E i2)'
2•
F(x) = K2V,Bo.[(1-y)+y/2{(1-n)exp(jnKx)
+(1+n)exp(••jnKx)}]exp(-jKx),

(3-17)

(3-18)

Rmf = uoafVs/K (Magnetic Reynolds number),

(3-19)

Vs = os/K (wave' velocity),

(3-20)

s = (V,-V)/V, (slip),

(3-21)

e1= ow/a f,

(3-22)

e,=w/b.

(3-23)

The general solution of this differential equation
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becomes

E
zx

where
11,

(x) = Clexp(11x)+C2exp(12x) +

IE1+1/2{E2exp (j nK2c

+E3exp(-jnKx)}]exp(-jKx)

, (3-24)

Qltv/ZI71,F;ZZii5+4Q2

(3-25)

(y-1)VsBom
El

(3-26)

1+jRmf(s+eiE,)/(1+e2)
T- (1 •- n) yV,B om

E2

(1-n)2+jRmf{(1-n)s+n+eiS,}/(1+e,)
•- (1+n) yVsBorn

E3 =
'

(3-28)

(1+n)2+jRmf{(1+n)s+Eie,-n}/(1+e2)

Applyingthe periodical boundary condition, i.
=E

(3-27)

(x=(m+1)X) at m=O, Å}1, t2,....', where X is

zx
length, Cland C2 become zero.

The time-and space-averaged electrical complex
sign is defined to be negative when it is supplied

e., Ezx(x=rnX)

the wave

power, whose
to the

converter,becomes

-blw il ll {i/2JoEz*} dx .

oP=
I; O{lilili)om2• [pi{s+eie2- ja+e,)/Rmf}

. ,, (i-PIS,l:iiiE2 -j iii2

+P
3

(1+n)s-n+Eie2 . 1+e2
(1+n)2

-JRmf
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(3-29)

where pi . (i-y)2 [i . (lil}E,)2 (s+e,e,) 2] "i (3-3o)
' p, - i2[i .(lil/}f;f )2 ((i-nli;:;iie2) 2]"i ,,-,,,

,, . X2 [, . Ges,)2 ((i+nlS,i:iie2 )2 ]-i ,,-s,,
' tt
and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
The electro-mechanical power per unit volume of generator,
whose sig'n is defined to be positive when it is supplied to

the external fluid system by the generator, becomes, in timeand space-averagei
pm = - bl. \Jtli}(h{i/2JEB;} dx
= }Ul\22,BOilPiS ' P2 (S '' ,\.) ' P3 (S'i?n)]('-S'

(3-33)
where Sl{iv denotes the real part of the complex value.

The power dissipated in the fluid per unit volume of genera-'
tor becomes, in time- and space-average,
Pfioss"blw liJ: ili JofJff* dx

-.'}Uf\iiiOM2 p,s2+p,(s+,:.)i +p3(s',;.)2} (3'34)

while the power dissipated in the channel'

wall per unit volume

of generator is given, in time- and space-average by -45-

Pwioss = b\w -1" J: i JowJww* dx

. .l;. U{ill22Bom2 {pi + p2a-n)"2 + ps(i+n)"2}Eie2

2. '

• (3-35)

In the analysis mentioned above, the imposed magnetjc field
intensity Bo is independent of the slip, and therefore, from
Eq.(3-11), the amplitude of the electric current density in the
exciting windings is always constant and the performance
characteristics obtained correspond to these of the generator
operated in constant current mode(3)(5).

3-2-b Constant Voltage Mode
On the other hand, assuming that the total magnetic field
intensity is independent of the slip and is expressed by
By(x,t)=B.[(1-y)+y/2{exp(jnKx)+exp(-jnKx)}]exp j(cDt-Kx)}

(3-36)
where Bm is the amplitude of the totai magnetic field intensity,
the electric field intensity is given from Eq.(3-14):
Ez(x,t) = -VsBm' [(1-y) ' ii(lln exp(jnKx)+lln eXp("JnKX)]]

xexp{j (ck)t-Kx)} (3-47)
and its amplitude is always constant. The performance characteristics of the generator analyzed under such an assumption
correspond to those of a generator operated in constant voltage
mode, which is the usual mode of operation of machines in conventional power systems,
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The magnetic field induced b>r t.h,e electric currrrents 1)oz, )
the l'luid and in the channel wall is given froni Eqs,.(rs-6), (13-8},

(3-36) and (3-37):
B>,i(x,t) = jBm lil.illlll lf [(y'i)(s'eie2)

- }(iln (s+n'ilfiE2)exp(JnKx)

+ iln (s+ELi'-Ii;ft:ll• Le.i'n
' ) exp(-jnKx))] exp{j (ost-Kx)}

,

(3-38)

Subtracting the induced magnetic field from the total magnetic field, the magnetic field imposed by the electric curr•ents
in the exciting windings is given by

[(1-'r) (s+E ie, )}
.B,(x,t) =Bm
{i ' 'ill/IEiz;E

((i+J1(s+
)>
y Rmf
n+ele2
+- - --------- exp(jnKx)
2 1+E2 1-n 1--n

'(' ' jS{]l ,l. (s' eilii'"))exp(-JnKx)

.exp{j (cot-Kx) }

Its amplitude is dependent on the slip and compensates
induced magnetig field so that the total magnetic field
'
kept constant.

(3-39)
the
is

'

From Eqs.(3-6) and' (3-39) the electric current density
'
unit length in the exciting current sheet becomes
Jo(x,t) = jKBm iiW [(y-i) (i + jf.IIIIIilll] if •(s+eiE2)
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per

+ lt {(n"i)(i+J S:i iln (s + nilSEa]]) expoE k

- (n+i) <i +J ii:i iln (s + eil fi-n)) exp (-J nKx)}]

.exp{j (cot-Kx)} (3-40)
The time- and space-averaged electrical complex power per unit
volume of generator becomes, in the same manner as Eq.(3-29),

p, . I;ai\2iBm2 [(i-y)2((s+e,E,) -Ji:2)

+ i2(,l. (s + "ilfiE2 )- ) iii2 }

+X2(,l. (s + eii.2 'n)-J iii2 } (3-4i)
The electro-mechanical power per unit volume of generator
becomes, in time- and space-avera'ge,
pm = li gill21Bm2 [(i-y)2a.s)s

' I2{2S " 1\n - 1\n](1'S)] (3-42)
The power dissipated in the fluid and in the channel wall
per unit volume ef generator becomes, in time- and spaceaverage, respectively

Pfioss=litteYiBM2[(i-y)2s2

" I2( (s',l.)2+ (s-,?.)2 (3-43'
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lo

fVs Bm

Pwloss = 7

[C1-y)2 ' i2((ll.)2

1
+

1+e2

2)jg,E,

(1+n)
C3-44)

The power factor

cosO

of generator

is obtained in

Real paTt of

complex poweT

the form

{(Real part of complex power)2

+(Imaginary part of complex power)2}i!2
'

(3-45)
'
where O isthe phase difference between the electric field
'

and the electric current in the exciter winding.
The generator efficiency becomes

Real part of complex power
gn=

Electro-mechanical power

(3-46)

efficiency becomes
The pump

Electro-mechanical powe

(3-47)
pn= Real part of complex power

Figure 3-3shows the gross electrical power, i.e., the real
part of the electrical complex power, and the electro-mechanical
'
in a constant
power perunit volume of the generator operated
, neglecting the ohmic loss in the channel wall.
current mode
The numerical results are shown for y=O,2, n=12 and Bt=IT.

In this
slip is

figure, the converter acts as a generator when the
negative, as a pump with the slip between zero and

unity, and as a damper with slip above unit>r. The efficienc>r
and the power factor of the converter in this case are shown in
Fig.3-4, where the dot-dash-lines show the efficiency of' an ideal

converterwhich has neither the variation of the effective value
'
'
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of magnetic field intensity nor the wall lbss.
When the slip approaches zeTo, the ratio againist the gross
electrical power indicated by the loss due to the variation of
the effective value of magnetic field intensity increases, and
the efficiency becomes'much -smaller than the ideal value.

When the converter is operated in constant voltage mode, the
''
gross electrical power
and the electro-mechanical power per
unit volume of converter are as .shown in Fig.3-5, and in this

case the efficiency and the power factor become as shown in
Fig.3-6 for the same conditions as in constant current mode.
' by Wang and Dudzinsky that the ideal
It has been analyzed

converter should have the same efficiency whether operated in
constant current mode or constant voitage mode(5).
In actuality, however, as is evideht from Fig.3-4, the effi'

ciency obtained with constant current mode decreases with

increasing magnetic Reynolds number. This is due to currents
being induced in the fluid by the variation of the effective
value of magnetic field which create an additional standing wave
magnetic field, and which does not contribute to the exchange
of power between the fluid and the external power source or
load, so that in constant current mode the total magnetic
field is decreased by this additional magnetic field which
increases with the Magnetic Reynolds number, whereas in constant
voltage mode it is kept constant. As for, the power factor,
the difference between those obtained in constant current mode
and in constant voltage mode is very small, and it is almost
the same as the ideal converter.
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Figure 3-7 shows the efficiency of the converter ope.ra•t s;i
'
constant voltage mode calculated for n=12?
F.i-=O,S, E2={),S and
Rmf=2.0 ancl the efficiency of the ideal converter is given by

the dot-dash-lines, As the y-value increases, the range of
slip in which the converter acts as pump becomes narrow, but
the slip at which the converter begins to act as generator
under self-excitation is not affected by the y-value,

This is attributed to the following reason, The gross electrical power of the converter depends on both the ohmic IQss in
the channel wall perpendicular to the applied magnetic field
and the variation of the effective value of the magnetic Åíield

as given by Eq.(3-41) and the latter is masked by the former,
particularly at low generator efficiency.
The electro"mechanical power of the converterp on the other
hand, depends only on the magnetic field variation as gaven by
'
Eq.(3-42), and therefore
the effect of differences in y-value
appears obviously even at low pump efficiency. Figure 3-8 shows
the efficiency of the converter operated in constant voltage
mode for three parameter values: n=3, 6 and 18, with y=e.3,

E,=O.5, e,=O,5 and Rmf=2.0, It is clear from this figure that
the efficiency is improved slightly by increasing n.
' generator excited by three phase current
In a practical

source, the concentrated winding correspends to nx6 and then
the distributed winding n>6.
In order to find the effects of eddy current irtduced in

channel wall, the gross electrical power peT unit volume and
the power factor of the converter operated in constant voltage
'
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mode are shown in Fig.3-9 with Eie2 as parameter, for y=:'J.",

n=12 and Rmf=2.0, and the efficiency is then as shown in
Fig.3-10. As Eie2 increases, the ratio of the ohmic IQss in the
channel wall per unit volume of converter increases, the efficiency decreases, and furthermore the slip at which the conver.
ter begins to act as generator under self-excitation increases

its negative value as shown in Fig.3-10. The slip range in
which the converter acts as pump, however, does not change with

variation of the eie2, The effect of change in Ei2 is defferent fro'

m that in y, for the same reason as mentioned in rela-

tion to Fig.3-7.

'
3-2-c Validity of Slit-Channel Approximation
(Skin Effect and Leakage of Magnetic Flux)
In the analysis mentioned above, the author assumes that the
magnetic field is constant in the air gap in the direction
paraliel to the y-coordinate axis but has ne decrease due to the
'
t'1
leakage and to the skin effect in the fluid. '
If this decrease of magnetic field toward the center'of the'
air gap is taken into account, the ratio 6 of the gross electrical power and the electro-mechanical power per unit volume
of converter to the corresponding values of the ideal converter
is obtained from the results analyzed by Wang and Dudzinsky:
2 b/2 lcosh ctyl2

6- -- dy (3-48)

b o lcoshctb/2I2

where or2=K2(1+jsRmf) • (3-49)
Figure 3-11-a shows 6 as function of the ratio between trave'1-

'
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ing magnetic wave length and the air gap of the magnet as

parameter of sRmf. Figure 3-11-b shows 6 whose function is
interchange with the parameter in Fig.3-11-a.

The dependence of the leakage on the 6-value is determined
by A/b and the dependence of the skin effect on the 6-value
by sRmf'
As is evident from Figure 3-11, when the vifave length is

fifteen or more times as long as the air gap unless sRmf is
less than 10, the 6-value becomes O.97 or more, and hence the
loss in power due to the leakage of magnetic flux and skin
effect does not appear to be a serious problem.

3-3 Experimental Apparatus
The author has performed experiments at room temperature, using
NaK-78 (conductivity=2.Sxl06/stm) as the electrically conducting
fluid.

Figure 3-12 shows the flow diagram of the experimental apparatus, in which the thick lines denote the piping for NaK and

thin lincs those for N2 gas. The NaK is transfused into the
pressure tank by compressed N2 gas and the high velocity flow
of NaK through the generator channel is provided by the pressure tank whose pressure is automatically kept constant during
the run b>r the pressure regulator R-1, and hence the fluid

velocity measured by the electro-magnetic flow meter is kept

constant during the run, The system contains 230 1 of NaK of
which 180 1 is transferred to the dump tank through the NaK
filter before every operation to trap impurities included in
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the NaK. The excitation system for the inciuction generato', and

the measuring system are shown in Fig.3-13. Figure 3-14 shows
the stator and the fluid channel geometry. The channel walls
are made of INCONEL alloy X"750*, whose conductivity is 8,2Å~105

/9m, and copper side-bars, Sx15x600 mm, were fixed to the chan-

nel wall in the later runs of the experiment. A value of 20
was chosen for the aspect ratio (length-to-width) of the channel under the traveling' magnetic field in order to reduce the
end loss(6). The stators were made..yiv.hJP,.35 mm iron laminations with one slot per pole per phasei an,d the, wave length of

traveling wave was O,2 m. The thTee phase windings are concentrated, with 180 turns/coil. These windings were 6.A connected
in parallel with a 90 KVA synchronous generator, driven by an
induction motor through a variable-speed coupling to provide

frequencies from 40 to 250 Hz. The measured winding resistance
per phase was O.094, O.096 and O.095 sh for the three phase,

Figure 3-15 shows the variation of the effective value of
traveling magnetic field intensity measured at the center of
the air gap by scanning with a Hall-effect type probe in the
direction of fluid flow, The .yevalue of our experimental
generator was found from Fig.3-15 to be O,31.

The maximum velocity of NaK obtained was 45 m/sec under a
pressure difference 'of 30 kg/cm2 be'tween the pressure tank and

the dump tank.

The accuracy of the NaK velocity measurement is considered to

be within a few percent. The duration of the run was 33sec at
'
'
45 m/sec of. NaK velocity.
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3-4 Experimental Results an, d Discussions
The electrical power and the electro-mechanical power obta/i.n-

ed .in our experimental converter without copper side bars are

shown in Figs.3-16 and -17, The power experimentally determined
was normalized to a unit volume of converter and a square of
the effective value of magnetic field intensity measured with

a search coil, The purpose of this was to eliminate the error
in setting the magnetic field intensity.

The converter was operated in constant voltage mode at each
frequency, and the theoretical values given from Eqs.(3-41)

and (3-42) are indicated by solid lines in the figures. As is
evident from Fig.3-16, the gradients of the experimental plots
of electrical power are less steep than those of the theoretical
curves, and hence the electrical interaction between the converter windings and the fluid is considered to be weak.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig.3-17, the converter decelerated the fluid at a slip between zero and unity, where the ideal
converter acts as pump, except for the case of the slip of O.7

at 160 Hz. Besides, the fluid supplied much more electromechanical power to the converter than the theoretical value at
negative slip, where the ideal converter acts as a generator,
It is assumed from the analysis that the electric currents in
both fluid and channel wall flow in the direction of the current
loop (1) shown in Fig.3-18 and therefore the induced magnetic
'
field formed by them has only the y-component. Some parts of
electric currents induced within our experimental converter,
however, flow in the direction of the current loop (2) since
-55-

'::'ie side wall of the converter channel has finite conduc.t.- ..y

i.nstead of being a perfect conductor assumed in the analys,is,
anciL hence the induced magnetic field formed by them has an x-

component, which has no interaction with the windings.

In addition to the low electrical interaction, the induced
electric currents in the direction of current loop (2) creates
additi'onal ohmic losses in both the fluid and the channel wall,
and this causes the converter to decelerate the fluid.
'
It would even appear that the electTic currents induced in
our experimental converter flow more in the directj.on of the

current loop (2) than loop (1). In order to diminish the induced
currents in the current loop (2), the author fixed copper bars

onto the channel side wall, as shown in Fig.3-14. Figure 3-19
and -21 show the electrical power and the electro-mechanical
power of the experimental converter with copper side bars with
the theoretical values in constant voltage mode indicated by
solid lines. As is evident from Fig.3-19, the gradient 'of the

electrical power agrees with the theoretical value at each
frequency, but the ohmic losses in both the side walls of
channel and the copper side bars in addition to that in the
channel walls perpendicular to the applied magnetic field have
shifted the plots of the experimentally obtained electrical
power toward the negative side of the slip compared with the

theoretical curves. In the experiment, this is caused, for
' loss due to the eddy currents
the most part, by the ohmic
induced in the copper side bars, a portion of which bars protrudes into the applied magnetic field. (See Fi'g.3-14)
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This ohmic loss was measured b>r empt>r channel testsp w,L i"

results as shown in Fig,3-20, which presents the power losse.r

dissipated in the converter with and without the copper side
bars. The theoretical 6urve calculated from Eq.(3-44) is indicated by the solid line,
,
The'converter
with copper side bars accelerated the fluid
almost in the full range of slip between zero and unity, a.c
shown in Fig.3-21, which has brought the experimentally obtaineJ'

electro-mechanical power quite close to the theoretical values,
The currents induced in the direction of the current loop (2)
have decreased somewhat in the conveTter with copper side bars,
though they were fixed outside the channel wall,
In my experimxent the Hartmann number was about 50 and the

flow was turbulent judging from the Reynolds number which was
of the oder of 105,,? so that the effect of the velocity profile
of the flow can be neglected(7).

5-5 Concluding Remarks
'
Analysis by Wang and Dudzinsky has indicated that the efficiency of an ideal converter operated in constant current mode
(s)in constant voltage mode .
would be the same as when operated
The present anal>rsis taking into account the variation of

the effective value of the magnetic field has revealed, however,
that, as the magnetic Reynolds number of fluid becomes larger,
the efficiency of a converter operated in constant current mode

becomes lower than in constant voltage mode. This is due to
the fact that variation of the magnetic field creates an addi-'
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tional standing wave magnetic fie,ld, which does not contxll'/•...e

to the exchange of power between the 'fluid and the external
power source or lo,ad, and which increases with the magnetjc

Reynolds number, and decreases the total magnetic field when
operating in constant current mode, whereas in constant voltage
mode the total magnetic field is kept constant,
The electro-mechanical power of the converter operated j.R

constant voltage mode is dependent on the magnetic field vamation and independent of the ohmic loss due to the eddy current'.

induced in the channel wall perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, and therefore the range of slip in which the converter acts as pump is affected only by the magnetic field variation, and becomes narrow as the y-value increases.
On the other hand, the gross electrical power of the converter operated in constant voltage mode is dependent on both the
magnetic field variation and the ohmic loss in the wall perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, and the former is masked by the latter especially at low efficiency, and hence the
slip at which the converter begins to act as generator under
self-excitation is determined, for the most part, by the ohmic
loss in the wall and increases its negative value as the ohmic
loss in wall, i.e., eie2, becomes larger.

The efficiency of a converter, with the value of y left
constant, is improved only slightly by increasing n, i.e.,
the number of teeth per wave length, but in an actual converter,
the y-value appears to have a tendency to diminish with increasing n, and thus the increase of n should contribute effectively
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to improvement of the efficiency. Increasing the n, hoxN'".•,
is limited by the accompanying increase in the difficulty of
practically constructing the stator, in which the poly-phase
windings are installed, and hence it is necessary to find a
shape of tooth such as• to produce a low y-value without inconveniently increasing n.

The electrical power obtained with converter when equipped
with copper side bars fixed to the side wall of the channel in
order to decrease the electric currents in the direction of
the current loop (2) in Fig.3-18, agreed with the analytical
solution treated here, though the curves shifted to the negative side of the slip due to the additional ohmic losses in
both the side wa!1 of channel and the copper side bars, of
which a part protrudes into the applied magnetic field.
The induced electric currents within my experimental converter without copper side bars would appear to have flowed in
the direction of the current loop (2) rather than in loop (1)
and thus the converter must have interacted so some extent with
the fluid electrically and decelerated the fluid even at values
of slip between O and O.7 where the converter had to act as
,pump, For a converter with annular channel, there should be no
electric current flow corresponding to that in the current
loop (2),
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Part II

Power Generation Using the Two-Phase Flow
as the Working Fluid
Introduction

In the cycle, e,g. Separator and Injector-condenser cycles,
in which the liquid metal single-phase working fluid flows
through the generator channele a .two-step conversion is
required for the conversion of thermal to electrical energy.

That is the conversion of thermal energy of vapor or gas to
kinetic energy of liquid metal alone in such conversion unit
as separator or injector-condenser and the conversion of
kinetic energy of liquid metal to electric energy in the
generator .

It has become evident from the analytical and experimental
studies that the conversion of thermal of vapor or gas to
kinetic energy of liquid alone was difficult to perform efficiently due to the large losses, e,g, friction and especially
shock losses, in the separator and injector units.

In order to improve the low conversion efficiency, the Emulsion and Slug flow cycles were proposed in which the intermedi-

ate separation and condensation step were eliminated and therefore the accelerated two-phase mixture (homogeneous in the
Emulsion and alternating in the Slug flow cycle) passes directly through the generator channel. That is, both the conversion of thermal to kinetic energy and the conversion of kinetic
to electrical energy are accomplished simultaneously in the
-72-

generator channel,

Thereby the mechanism of energy conversion in the generator
becomes very intricate.

some experiments have been carried out up to date with
respect to the correlation of conductivity versus void fraction
but a few informetions about other phenomena in the generator
using two-phase flow have been obtained,
It is Elliott and ' Cerini's group alone who operated the
induction generator in which the two-phase mixture flowed.

However, the two-phase mixture in their experimental induction generator was produced against their purpose due to the
incomplete separation of gas from liquid in the separator.

Slug flow cycle, in which the electrical power can be obtained using a synchronous generator, was proposed recently and
experimental work remains to be initiated.

In this part, the liquid metal-gas two-phase flow in bubbly
and slug flow regime is treated experimentally using NaK-N2
two-phase flow systern in the flat liner channel.

The frictional pressure drop in two-phase flow is discussed
in Chapter 4, the apparent electrical conductivity of two-

phase flow in Chapter 5 and the performance characteristics
of the induction generator using two-phase flow in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Iirictional Pressure Drop fo[r NaK-No Tzxro-Phase

a
Flow in Rectangular Cross Section Channel

of Large Aspect Ratio

4-1.Introduction
The frictional pressure drop in tsvo-phase flow has in the past
been studied analytically and experimentally by many worl<ers with

various two-phase mixtures, e,g, air-water, steam-water and
different oil-gas combinations. Since the time of Martinelli,
the frictional pressure drop in two-phase flow has been discussed
in comparison with either the superficial single-phase pressure,
'
obtained by assuming that only one of the two phases is flowing
in the channel(i)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6), or with the actual single-phase
pressure drop, obtained by assuming that the total flow is pass(7) a single-phase .
ing through the channel as

Such comparison of the frictional pressure drop in a two-phase
flow with that in single-phase flow is based on the equivalence

of mass flow rate transported in pipes, and thus it is adopted
to the estimation of the frictional pressure drop in such two-

phase flow systems as liquid-vapor mixtures in boiler tubes and
in various refrigeration systems, which are governed b>r the mass
flow rate.

On the other hand, the frictional pressure drop in such two' metal-vapor or gas mixtures in LMphase flow systems as liquid
MIID generator channels, which are governed by the velocity of the

liquid, are more appropriately considered in reference to a flow
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constituted of the liquicl alone flowing with the same velocit>r as
that of the liquicl in the two-phase mixture.

In this chapter, the author treats semiempirically the frictional pressure drop in the NaK-N2 two-phase medium flowing in a
rectangular channel with large width-to-height ratio (15:1),
The results obtained are described in reference to the frictional pressure dTop in the case of liquicl flowing alone with the
same velocity as that of the liquid component of the two-phase

mixture, and also in reference to similar single-phase flow but

with corresponding mass flow rate. Comparison is further made
with typical results obtained by other authors.

Data were taken over the following parameter range: NaK
velocity, 5 to 30 m/sec; void fraction, O to 70 Ofo ', density ratio,
O.O06 to O.O13; quality, O.07 to 1.10 O-o.

'

4-2 Frictional Pressure Drop in Two-Phase Flow
The frictional pressure drop per unit length of fluid in a
rectangular channel, of height a and width b, is given by

APf 2(a+b)

AL" ab TW' (4-1)

where the wall shear stress Tw is expressed by
1

Tw =sgp u2, (4-2)

using the friction factor g know empirically to be related to
the Reynolds number by the expression

C

'
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where C is a constant which depends only upon the dimensionless
wall roughness,

4-2-a Treatment of Two-Phase Mixture as a Continuous Medium
Now the author considers the two-phase mixture as a continuous
medium and then defines the density, velocity and viscosity of
'
the two-phase mixture
by

pt=ct pg+(1-or) pl, . , (4-4)
u,-tV,+,M-lIxl:l/Pg,/ip)iloru,, c4-s)

vt=vl (1+Kor), (4-6)
where the constant K becomes

K . 2-:-Et.mlÅ}g--[tP ' lli , (4--7)
pg ' Vl
as obtained b>r Taylor(8), who modified Einstein's expression(9),
i.e. K=2.5, ohtained by assuming that the gas bubbles behave

like solid spheres, taking account of the currents set up inside
the spheres,

4-2-b Expression of the Frictional Pressure Drop for Two-Phase
Flow in Comparison with That for Single-Phase Flow
Utilizing these properties of the two-phase mixture, the ratio
Ru of the fr.ictiona]. pressure drop per unit length between that
in the two-phase flow and that in the lj,qui..d f.lowing alone with

the same velocity as t'hat: of the liqu]'d in the two-phase flow
,r

is given from li' qs.(4 -l lfiv (4- 3):

ttt
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Ru - illi)) t, - (i+Kor)ii (i (i gt' ) or) i(i (i Sf iPili, ) ajli n,)

on the other hand, the ratio Rm of the frictional pressure drop
per unit length between that in the two-phase flow and that in
the liquid flowing alone at the same mass flow rate as that of
the liquid in the two-phase flow, which has been adopted to date

by many investigators in order td predict the pressure drop in
the two-phase flow, is also given from Eqs.(4-1)tv(4-3):
Rm - <(tiltff?))I - a+Kodn(i (i li}tt ) ctjl i{i + sf ipi-{}i ict.]}2 n (4 g)

Figure 4-1 shows the pressure drop ratio Ru as a function of
void fraction with both slip Sf and density ratio Pg/pl as
parameters, using K=1,036 for NaK-N2 mixture and n=O.228 obtained
experimentally for the NaK-N2 two-phase flow at Reynolds number
lo4"vl05. In this figure is also presented the pressure drop
ratio Ru' derived from both Martinelli and Nelson's eTp.pirical

analysis and Bankoff's variable density single-fluid model, which
are given in the appendix.

From Fig.4-1, it is seen that the pressure drop ratio Ru can be
smaller than unity when the slip and density ratio is smaller,

and therefore the frictional pressure drop in the two-phase flow
appears to be smaller than that due to the liquid flowing alone
with the same velocity as that of the liquid in the two-phase
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flow, A similar is also derived from Bankoff's model, which js
not the case with the Martinelli and Nelson's anal>rsis, This ig
due to the fact that Martinelli and Nelson's correlation was
originally derived for an annular flow through pipe of circular
section, and subsequently was given by the ratio between the pipe
diameter and the hydTaulic diameter for liquid flow, as described
in the appendix.

However, the contribution provided by the gas phase to the
frictional pressure drop in the two-phase flow increases with the
slip and density ratio, and in particular at large values of slip
the frictional pressure drop in the two-phase flow can become
several times that due to the liquid flowing alone with the same
velocity as that of the liquid in the two-phase flow.

Figure 4-2 shows the pressure drop ratio Rm calculated from Eq.
(4-9), together with Martinelli and Nelson's correlation. The
present results for Rm can be considered close to Martinelli and
Nelson's correlation, when it is considered that their correla-

tion includes the increase of the slip with increasing void
fraction.

It should be noted that, in an actual two-phase flow, the relation between slip and the void fraction is radically affected by
the flow pattern and flow condition, while the present results
are presented as a direct function of the void fraction with the
slip as parameter, this being for the puTpose of comparison with
'
'
other prop'erties of the two-phase
mixture related to the void
fraction, e,g, electrical conductivity of the two-phase mixture
in an LM-MHD generator channel.
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4-.3 Experimental Apparatus
In order to produce the twovphase flow (NaK-N2), both the test
section and the mixing section including the gas injection line

belonging to it were installed in the NaK-blow down apparatus
described in Chapter 3.

Details of the test section and the mixing section are shown
in Fig,4-3. The test section consists of a constant-area, rectangular cross section channel installed between stators, which
generate the traveling magnetic field, and which are connected
to the mixing section on the upper end through a channel of the
sarne dimension and on the lower end to the circulating loop by a

gradually expanding section, The test channel is built up from
epoxy resin plates supported by glass wool, with inside dimen-

sions of 4Å~60 mm2. The mixing section consists of a perforated
channel of rectangular cross section enveloped in a stainless
steel tube and which has the same cross section as the test sec-

tion. In this mixing section, nitrogen gas is introduced into
the verticallytrflowing NaK (78 w/o potassium, 22 w/o sodium)

stream through 120 holes of O.3 mm diaineter spaced uniformly ih
the rectangular cross section channel wall.

The flow rate of NaK and nitrogen gas were measured by means
of an electro-magnetic flow meter installed upstream of the
mixing section and an orifice flow meter in the gas injection
line respectivel>r, The pressure at the entrance, exit and center
of test section were measured by semiconductor pressure trans-

ducers. One of these at the center, however, ceased to function
properly during the operation.
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"rhe void fraction at the entrance and exit of the test ""f:-"io:n

was determined by the gamma-ray attenuation technique(10), the

arrangement for which is as shown in Fig.4-3. The gamma ray
source was 30 mCi of americium-241 which has a half-life of 458
years7 and produces an •energy spectrum with a peak at O.06 Mev.

The gamma beam was applied to the narrow side of channel
through the stainless steel tube guide and was collimated by a
circulaT window of 4 mm diameter which was cut in the 2-mm-thick
lead shield provided on each side of the channel,

The test section including stators, pressure transducers and
ali the accessories were enveloped by a stainless steel container,

the space left in this container being filled with epoxy resin
in order to avoid all NaK-leakage,
'

4-4 Experimental Results and Discussions
4-4-a Pressure Drop due to the Momentum Change
The pressure drop of a vertical two-phase flow, as shown in Eq.
(4-10), consists of foUr components, i.e. the frictional pressure drop, the elevation pressure drop arising from the effect'

of the gra-itational force field, the difference between the in
and out momentum fluxes, and an unsteady term,
Ap = Apf + illZJt pg d. + k(I)( p.2 dA,): " ii .glsl)()s' p. d. (4-lo)

Both the frictional pressure drop and the pressure drop due to
'
the momentum change become
dominant in the present experiment,
where the fluid has considerably high velocity and appreciably
large momentum change due to the void increase arising from the
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large pressure drop,

It is, therefore, necessary to estimate the momentum change in
order to obtain the improved data for the frictional pressure
drop. Figure 4--4 shows the ratio B of the momentum flux ptut2
calculated with Eqs.(4-,4) and (4-5) to the measured momentum flux

as a function of void fraction. The momentum flux was measured
by the equipment shown in Fig,4-5.

It is seen from Fig.4-4 that the ratio Bbecomes unity below 20
percent void fraction and then decreases suddenly near 20 percent

void, This tendency can be seen in the electrical conductivity
6f two-phase flow to be mentioned in the next chapter and seems
to be caused by the transition of flow pattern.

In obtaining the frictional pressure drop in NaK-N2 two-phase
flow, account' was taken of the pressure decrease due to the
difference between the mornentum fluxes at the entrance and exit

of the test channel which was calculated with the correlation
shown in Fig.4-4.

4-4-b Friction Factor for NaK-N2 Two-Phase Flow
The friction factor was obtained experimentally on both NaK
and NaK-N2 flow, in the range of velocity of 5tv30 m/sec,

The result is presented in Fig.4-6 as function of the Reynolds
number Re based on the height of the channel, and defined with
the properties given by Eqs.(4-4), (4-5) and (4-6) for the NaKN2 two-phase mixture.

The following empirical expression was obtained for the friction factor
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c= o,12g Re"Q '228, (4-11)
which is shown by the dot-dash-line in Fig.4-6.

Martinelli had used a value of O,2 for the exponent n in his
analysis of the turbulent flow in a range of Reynolds number
from sxlo3to 2Å~lo5(1)(3), later Bankoff proposed n=o.25 for
turbulent flow of the Reynolds number up to 105 by Blasius(7).

In the range of void fraction below 20 percent, the coefficient C of the friction factor obtained for the NaK-N2 two-phase
'
flow showed a tendency to be largeT than that of the NaK flow
alone, while above 20 percent void, the coefficient became
smaller. It means that, below 20 percent void, the channel wall
becornes virtually rougher for the two-phase flow than for NaK
flow alone, and vice versa.

This change of the friction factor near the void fraction of
20 percent seems to have its origin in the transition from bubbly
flow to slug flow, which was verified from a comparison of the
measured electrical conductivity of NaK-N2 two-phase flow with
that of Hg-H20 Mixture in a transparent rectangular channel to

permit visual observation (see Chapter 5). Further detailed
' however, are required in order to deal with this
experiments,

phenomenon qualitativel\. •

it shouid be not6dlthtr't the friction factor in the presence of

a transeverse magnet'ic field increases with the ratio between

Hartmann and Reynolds numbers. In particular, in the transition
from turbulent to laminar flow occasioned by magnetically induced
force, the friction factor increases in propotion with 2(Ha/
Re) (1 1) (1 2) . .
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rl"he IIa/Re ratlo [or this transjtion wa.s re-ported to be j./L.LS
1)>r B}'ouillette and I.ykoudisCII)(1'2) aJ)d about I./]ooc} 1)y ITicl)iTt

3)for single-phase ntercury flow.
>roshi and(1Nakura

4-4-c ]lmpjric.al. (]orrelation of 1;rictional Pressure J)rop in
NaK-N2 Two-I'hase, I;Iow

tt tt

The ratio of frictional pressure drop between that in NaK•N7
"

two-phase flow and that in NaK 'flowi. ng alone at the san}e velocity

as that of the NaK in the two-phase flow is shown in Fig.4-7 as
function of void fraction averaged along the test channel,

In this figure, both the theoretical value derived from
Bankoff's model and the predicted value derived from Martinelli
and Nelson's empirical results are shown together with the
predicted Value given by Eq.(4-8), where a value of O.Ol is taken
for the density ratio and 1.0 for the slip, 1'he basis for adopti.ng these values in the present experiment is that the densit>r

ratio was in the range of O,O06tvO.O13 and the slip in the range
of e.9 1.3, as shown in Fig.4-8, in which the sol.id lines
'
represent the slip ratios of O.9, 1,O, 1.5 and 2.0, as determined
from the conservation of mass relation

x 1-q pl

Sf=1-x
. 5';• • C4-l2)
g

I';igure 4-9 shows the ratio of frictional pressure drop between

that in NaK-N2 two-phase flow and that in NaK flowing alone at
the same mass flow rate as that of NaK ]'n the two-phase flow.
In this figure the theoretical results given by Bankoff(7) and
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Levy and Marchaterre(4)(5) for the homogeneous two-phase flotvT

and the empirical results given by Martineni and Nelson(1)(2)
and Inoue and Aoki(6) for the annular two-phase flow are shown
together with the predicged value given by Eq.(4-9).

It is of interest to note that the results obtained in the
past for the two-phase flow in pipe agree approximately with the
present results, which pertain to high velocity liquid metal
two-phase flow in a rectangular channel with large width-to-

height ratio. Above 50 percent void frac•tion, however, the
experimental results fall below the predicted values except
those by Levy and Marchaterre.

4-S Concluding Remarks
In a two-phase system composed of liquid metal mixed with
vapor or with gas in a liquid metal MHD generator channel, which
is affected significantly by the velocity of the liquid, the
frictional pressure drop in the two-phase flow should be consi-

dered in reference to that of the liquid f!owing alone at the
same velocity and not at the same mass flow rate as that of the
liquid in the two-phase flow, in order to clarify the difference

in performance characteristics between that in the liquid flow
alone and that in the two-phase flow system.

Based on semiempirical analysis assuming the two-phase mixture
to be a continuous medium, the author has,determined the friction
factor as a function of Reynolds number with NaK-N2 two-phase flow
in the rectangular channel, The resulting coefficient of frj.c-

tion factor was found to be larger than single-phase NaK flow in
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the case of bubbly flow and smaller in the case of slug E3cw.
Measurefitent of electrical conductivity in the NaK-N2 two-phase

flow revealed that the transition from bubbly flow to slug flow
took place near the void fraction of 20 percent,
From the present semi•empirical analysis, the frictional pres-

sure drop in the two-phase flow appears to be smaller than that
in a corresponding single-phase flow of the same velocity as that
of the liquid in the tworphase flow in the range of small slip
and small density ratio, where the contribution of the gas to
the frictional pressure drop is not dominant,

The frictional pressure drop for NaKrN2 two"phase flow obtained
in comparison with that for a corresponding singl'e-phase NaK flow

of the same mass flow rate as that of the NaK in the two-phase
flow agreed approximately with the results obtained by Martinelli
and Nelson, Bankoff, Levy and Marchaterre, and Inoue and Aoki,

This agreement is rather unexpected, when it is considered that
the present experiment was performed with a high-velocity liquid
metal-gas two-phase flow in a rectangular channel with large
width-to-height ratio (15:1).
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Nomenclature

p : Densit>r of fluid

p : Viscosity of fluid
ct : Void fraction
x : Quality =-t Mg/(Mg+ Ml)

u : Velocity of fluid
.

M : Mass flow rate per unit area

Re : Reynolds number '
Ha : Hartmann number
L : Length in the direction of f!uid flow
sf : Slip = "g/ul
Subscripts

g : Gas phase
1 : Liquid phase
t : Two"phase
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Appendix
The Ratio of Frictional Pressure Drop between That
in Two-Phase Flow and That in a Single-Phase Liquid
Flow of the Same Velocit>r as That oÅí the Liquid in

the Two-Phase Flow
[1] Derivation from Martinelli's empirical analysis(1)(2)

The two-phase frictional pTessure drop is given by
'
(2+9f),-ci(,,P,i,.,)n gi,1 Ii-l,L2

=Ci[,"il.., ,iSfi"](:I,!)i'"

= (lif), ( lll,e)i'"
(Al)

The first term in Eq,(Al) represents the pressure drop for

the

liquid phase flowing alone with the liquid velocity ul, in a

plpe

of diameter Dp, The ratio between the pipe diameter and the
hydraulic diameteT DI for liquid flow is given by

2 2n 2(n-2)

(fp,)"-5(:tt,;>n'5(;:.g,)n-s .,

(k,)=

2(n-5)
n-5

+

For a turbulentflbw of liquid-gas
and ct* is determined as an
utilized
'

as glven by Martine11i.
The resultingexpression for Ru is
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1/2
ct *

(A2)

two-phase flow, n=O

,2

empirica1 function

of rtXtt

is

(orx *tt)O 7S+ ct *] O6, (A3)
Ru =
where

(il )O iii (fP,)O•555(ag.i) (A4)

xtt

' from Bankoff's variable densit>r single-fluid
Derivation
model(7)

[2]

The ratlo
phaseflow

CkZ

of frictional pressure drop between that in twoand that in a single-phase liquid' flow is given by

.(kS/`(X. )7/"(k)ii` ,,,,

( f>,
AP
AL
wheTeP/Pl=1- &(1- Pg/pl) and a value of unity has been taken for
v/vl by Bankoff and the superscript ( ) denotes the average value

Fromthe

condition that the liquid velocity be equal in the

two-phase and liquid-phase systems, it follows that

u
1

Ul
The resulting expression for Ru is
Ru =

{i -d a- pg/pi)} 3/4 (i + (sf - i) &}7/4 (A7)

'
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ChapLer S
2"Lpparent EILectrical Conductivity of li.c{t.i.l tl

Metal-Gas Two-Phase Mixture

5-1 Introduction
The performance characteristics of generator usin, g 1,iquid

metal-vapor or gas two-phase flow as a working fluid depencl.q

significantly on the apparent electrical conductivity of the
two-phase mixture, which decreases usually with increasing
void fraction.
The correlation of electrical conductivit>r of two-phase

mixture versus void fraction has been given theoretically by
Maxwell(1) and potter and Grossman(2), and also obtained

experimentany by petrick(3), Elliott(4) and other several
workers. The results obtained by them do not, howexrer,
consist satisfactory with each other due to the difference in
the fluid, the flow condition and the method of measurement,

In this chapter are treated the apparent electrical conduc-

tivity of a tworphase mixture determined e?cperimentally in '
bubbly and slug flow regimes in its passage through a rect-

anguiar cross section channel of large width-to-height ratio
(IS;1), as is usual in LM-MHD generators,

The measurements were carried out with the water-nitrogen gas
mixture in the static electric field, the NaK-nitrogen gas
'
mixture in the static magnetic
field and the NaK-nitrogen gas
and the mercury-water mixtures in the traveling magnetic field,
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S-2 Prev,ious Results Obtained by Other Authors
Maxwell g.ives theoTetically the following expression for the

electrical conductivity of a compound medium
2a2 + ui - 2ct (U 2' Ui)

2o2 + Ol + ct )(02- Ol

Here, it is assumed that small spheres with conductivity ai
are dispersed in a medium of conductivity o2 at such distances
from each other that their effect, of disturbing the course of
the current may be considered independent of each other(1), and

therefore Eq.(5-1) is restricted to small values of void frac-

tion. If the gas bubbles are assumed to be solid spheres with
zero conductivity, we obtained from Maxwell's equation the ratio
Ot/ol of electrical conductivity between that of a two--phase
mixture and that of the liquid alone

at/ol=2(1-ct)/(2+od . (5-2)
potter and Grossman(2) solved the conductivity of the medium
interrupted by voids, assuming that the medium occupies the
volume of a right parallelepiped (rectangle) with a pair of
opposite sides being ideal conductors and having an external
voltage applied across them; the other sides being insulated.
The method of solution used in their work is to associate an
abstract random walk with the physical process and then to use
the standard techniques of stochastic processes to calculate

the conductivity. In particular, if the voids are cubes (squares) with their sides parallel to the sides of the right
parallelepiped (rectangle), and if the voids are uniformly
-96-

distributed in those directions that are perpendicular to el/i{:.•

direction of conduction, then an approximate solution for the
conductivity of the medium is derived:

at/oi-a- ct)6/,5 (s-3)
(3).
Petrick and Lee obtained the empirical
expression ,
a

t/ul=exp(-3.8 ct), (5-4)

' on a NaK-N2 mixture
which was obtained from their experiment
in a Faraday generator operated under both open and closed circuits.

Elliott obtained experimentally the expression for the conducv
tivity of two-phase mixture:

at/.1= (1-.)1•6 ' (s-s)
which was obtained by passing DC current through a flowing NaKN2 mixture(4).
Lafferty and Hammitt have used the following expression for
measuring loc'al void fraction in air-water two-phase flow:

Ut/Ul= 1-ct , (5-6)
which was obtained by assuming the electrical conductivity of
the air-water mixture depends on the jon density of the mixture(5).

5-3 Experimental Procedure •The NaK-N2 mixture flow was passed through an electrically
non-conducting, rectangulaT cross section channel made from
epoxy resin, at a velocity in the range of Siv30 m/sec.
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The stationary IIg-H20 mixtuxe and flowing H20rN2 Jnixtuace

(velocity up to 10 m/sec) were observed in a transparent? rect-

angular cross section channel of lucite? which permitted visual
obsevation of the flow pattern.

Both the static and the traveling magnetic field were applied
to the wide side of channel wall (see Fig.4-3 of Chapter 4),
and then the static electric field to the narrow side of channel
wall.

The values correspond to the electric current in the twophase mixture was measured in order to obtain the conductivity
of two-phase mixture when the static electric and magnetic
fields were applied, and then the output power when the traveling magnetic field was applied.
The void fraction ct in both NaK-N2 and H20-N2 mixtures was

determined with the y-ray attenuation technique, and that in the
Hg-H20 mixture was estimated from the volume of mercury in the
channel.

5-4 Experimental Results and Discussions
' the conductivity ratio Ut/ul as determined
Figure 5-l shows
experimentally on the following mixtures;

(l) NaK-N2 mixture in traveling magnetic field
(2) NaK-N2 mixture in static magnetic field
(3) Hg-H20 mixture in traveling magnetic field
(4) H20-N2 mixture in static electric field
In this figure, the chain line represents Maxwell's theoretical
value, the solid line Petrick and Lee's empirical expression and
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the broken line (1-ct) respectively,

It is seen from Fi.g.5-1 that the experimental values for the
H20-N2 mixture are hj.gher than for the NaK-N2 and IIg-II20 mix-

tures, and fall slightly above the theoretical value given by

Maxwell. A similar tendency is also seen in the experimental
(6)b>r Petrick and Lee ,
results for air-water mixture obtained
who reported good agreement of their data with the Maxwell's
theoretical value for void fractions up to 950-o, despite the low
void fraction applicable in Maxwell's the.ory.

This may be attributed to the difference in electric current
conduction between liquid metal and water, which latter is a
week electrolyte.

5-4-a Relation of the Electrical Conductivit>r to the
Flow Pattern
The present experimental values for NaK-N2 and Hg-H20 mixtures
are close to Maxwell's theoretical value below about 200-o void

fraction, beyond which point the conductivity decreases sharply.

It was verified from visual observation of the Hg-H20 mixtute
that this sudden decrease was due to transition from bubbly to
slug flow.

The experimental values for Hg-H20 mixture appear to be lower
than for NaK-N2 mixture above 200-o void fraction on account of

a more complete eStablishnent of the slug flow regime in the HgH20 than in the NaK-N2 mixture, judging from the difference of
wetting ability between Hg and NaKr78,

Since the experiment on NaK-N2 mixture performed by Petrick
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and Lee lacks data under 20e!o void fraction? the sudden decrease

of electrical conductivity due to the tTansition from bubbly to

slug flow is not apparent. A spot value is, however, given for
ISOi, void fraction, which appears to indicate this tendency to
some extent,

5-5 Concluding Remarks
The electrical conductivity ratio of liquid metal-gas twophase mixture agrees well with Maxwell's theoretical value in
bubbly flow regime, and decreases suddenly upon transition from
bubbly to slug flow regime.

The electrical conductivity ratio of a week electrolyte-gas
two-phase mixture agrees well with Maxwell's theoretical value
or (1-ct) up to considerably higher void fractions, and differs
from that for liquid metal-gas two-phase flow mixtures.
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Chapter 6
F•e'r.formance Characteristics of MHD Inducti.on ('le,i'ie'rator

Using The Two-Phase Flow

6-1 Introduction
In this chapter, the performance characteristics of the induction converter using the twor-phase mixture flow are treated
experimentally 'and analytically in compaTison with those ustng

the single-phase liquid flow as a working fluid.

The experiments have been performed with the flat-linear
channel induction converter, through which NaK-N2 two-phase
mixture flowed at a velocity in the range of 5tv30 m/sec.

The electrical output power of the experimental generator
showed the sudden decrease near 20 percent void fraction due to
the change of flow pattern, while the generator effic.iency has

not showed such tendency and decreased gradually with increasing
the void fraction.
Coupling the electro-magnetic equations with the power la}sT

distributibn for both velocity and void fraction proposed by
Bankoff(1) and using the correlation of the electrical conduc'

tivity of two-phase mixture versus void fraction given by Maxwell
(see Eq.(5-2) of Chapter 5), the author has solved numerically
the performance characteristics of the induction converter using
two-phase flow and explained well the results obtained experimentally.
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6-L? I-1.xl)eriment

1;hc.• author has perforined experiments wjth an induction conyerr-

ter through which channel the NaK flowed in sjngle-phase and
also the NaK•-N2 mixture in two-phase at a velocit>r in the range

of 5'v30 m/sec. In Fig.4--3 of Chapter 4 are shown the experi-

mental apparatus and the arrangement for the measurement of void
fraction by the gamma-ray attenuation technique,

The converter channel has the rectangular cross section with
inside dimensions of 4Å~60 mm2 and is built up from electrically
non-conducting epoxy resin plates supported by glass wool,

Figure 6-1 shows the stators to generate the traveling magnetic
field and the fluid channel geometry,

The excitation system for the induction converter and the
measuring system are shown in Fig.3-13 of Chapter 3.

The stators were made with O.3S mm thick iron laminations with
one slot per pole per phase, and the wave length of traveling

wave O.1 m, The three phase windings are concentrated, with 28
t.urns/tooth/phase, The maximum magnetic field intensity is O,13
tesla in r,m,s, at the center of air gap,

Data were taken over the following parameter range: void fraction, O to 55 9o; quality, O to 1.0 O-o.

6-3 Experimental Results
6-3-a Performance Characteristics of the Experimental Converter
Operated with NaK FIow in Single-Phase as Working Fluid
The electrical power and the electro-mechanical power versus
slip ratio (defined from Eq.(3-21) of Chapter 3) obtained experi-
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mentally are shown in Fig.6-2, together with the theoretical.

values given from Eqs,(3-41) and (3-42) which are indjcated

by soli.d lines. The applied magnetic field is O.1 tesla
in r.m.s. and the stator windings are excited at 120 Hz which
corresponds to the wave velocity of 12 m/sec in the present

converter. As is evident from 1ljg.6-2, both powers obtained
experimentally are lower than the theoretical values.

One of the reason for which is the eddy current loss induced
in the silver side bars which was equipped in the each side of
channel in order to establish the electric current loop in the
fluid,

Figure 6-3 shows the generator efficiency obtained experimen-1
tally and the ideal one given
from n
gl"(1-s) which is indicated
by solid line.

It is seen from Figs.6-2 and -3 that the converter does not act
as generator at values of slip between O and -O.4 due to the
loss mensioned above.

6-3-b Performance Characteristics of The Experimental Converter
Operated with NaK-N2 Two-Phase Flow in Comparison with
That with NaK Single-Phase Flow
In Fig.6-4, the ratio between the electrical power obtained
with NaK-N2 mixture and that with NaK flow alone are p-lotted as

a function of bulk void fraction, In order to improve the
accuracy of experiment, the author adopted the data for the
average slip s = (ul- uw)/uw below -1,O,

The experimental data were taken when the converter was
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operated as both generator and damper.

In the damper where the magnetic wave travels in opposite
direction to the fluid flow, both the electrical power given
from the external excitation system and the electro-mechanical

power supplied from the external fluid system are lost to become
the ohmic loss in the working fluid and consequently the fluid
is decelerated.

As is evident from Fig.6-4, the data obtained for generator
decrease suddenly near 20 percent void fraction, while those for
damper have never such tendency,

This sudden decrease is revealed in Chapter 5 to be caused by
the change of flow pattern occasioned near 20 percent void,

Figure 6rS shows the ratio between the generator efficiency
obtained with NaK-N2 mixture flow and that with NaK flow alone
as a function of bulk void fraction,

It is seen from Fig.6-5 that the efficiency of experimental
generator operated with NaK-N2 mixture decreases gradually up to
about 30 percent void fraction and sequently beyond this point

it decreases more rapidly. '
As is evident from the comparison between Figs.6-4 and -5,

the efficiency shows the different tendency from the electrical
power with respect to the void fraction,

In order to estimate the fluid slip Sf which is defined by the
ratio of gas to liquid velocity in the twovphase mixture, the
relation between void fraction ct and X = (1-x)/x' pg/pl determin-

ed experimentally is shown in Fig.6-6. In this figure, the two
solid lines repTesent the fluid slip Sf of 1,O and 1,3, as
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determined from the conservation of mass relation gjven frov}.

Eq.(4-12) of Chapter 4, The data were obtained with and wjthout
traveling magnetic field and all of them crowd in the narrow
range between the fluid slip of 1,O and 1.3,
However, the effect o,f the electro-magnetic force to the slip

Sf has never been appeared due to the weak magnetic field
intensity applied in the present experiment.

6-4 Analysis of Induction Converter with Two-Phase Mixture
as Working Fluid
The configuration of the induction converter to be analyzed is
shown in Fig.6-7. The working fluid flows in the x-direction
'

with liquid velocity ul, which has some distribution in the ydirection, between two parallel channel walls of infinite extent
in the x- and z-directions spaced a distance 2b apart,

The gas phase is assumed to distribute non-uniformly in the ydirection and consequently the electrical conductivity ot of
two-phase mixture varies along the y-direction.
Furthermore, the fluid is assumed to be electrically neutral•
with permeability uo which is the same as that of free space.

In the rationalized MKS system, neglecting the displacement
current, Maxwell's equations are
"

V•B -O (6 -- 1)

AA
)A

VxE=
pt
DB/
at
(6-3)
V.E = O

..),

(6-4)

and Ohm!s law
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..S (E
" )A
J=at
+u

1XB) (6 -- 5)

Assuming the magnetic Åíield B, the electric field E and the

current density J to be a time harmonic function, we have

A .i + iyBy(y) }exp{j(cDt-Kx)} (6-6)
B={ i.B.(y)

)•

' ,
E = i,E(y) exp{j(cot-Kx)}

(6-7)

J='ll,J(y) exp{j(cDtr-Kx)} (6-8)
where co=2Tf, f is the frequency, K=2T!A is the wave number, and
X is the wavelength. The wave velocity is given by uw=oo/K.

Ai denotes the unit vector and the subscripts x, y and z the
quantities for x-, y- and z-directions. j is ,1:-r .

Substituting Eq.(6-6) into Eq.(6-1), Eqs.(6-6) and (6-7) into
Eq.(6-3) and Eqs.(6-6), (6-7) and (6-8) into Eqs.(6-2) and (6-5)
respectively, there result

dB

-"-X =jK Bx (6-9)
Ey="j co Bx (6-io)

dy
dE

dB

dy

E= -"w By (6-11)

X+jK By = -p, ot (E + ul By) (6-12)

From the arrangement of Eqs.(6-9), (6-10), (6-11) and (6-12),
we have the second order non-liner differential equation in
respect of the magnetic field intensity:

d2B

Zi;y;;X2 " K2 (i ' j S Rm) By = O (6-13)

where
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U eu
s= wl

(slip) (6-14)

uw

pu Uw cr t

Rm = (magnetic Reynolds number) ,- (6-ls)
K,

'
both of which are dependent on y and therefore Eq.(6-13) becomes
non-1inear,

Then, using the electro-magnetic bundary conditions

By = Bm , B. =o (=- l; gllll:4,) at y=o (6-i6)
where Brn is the amplitude of the traveling magnetic field at the

center of fluid channel, Equation (6-13) can be numerically solved
for B with geven distribution profile,s of fluid velocity ul

and electrical conductivity ut which depends significantly on
the void distributed in the working fluid,

Using this solution, the time-averaged electro-mechanical
power is determined as

Pe = 2aLL/S': uij3ia;{tJ By* } dy (6 -"i7)
wherekdenotes the real part of a complex quantity, an asterisk
denotes the complex cenjugate, and a and L are width and length

ofi the converter. ,
The ohmic loss dissipated in the fluid becomes, in time-average,

pf = 2aLI':i]ii]L{•ll• J J"!at} dy (6-is)
The gross electrical power output is the difference between

Pe and Pf, namely, -109-

The generator effioiency is given b>T

P

e,

' '

'
6-4-a Power Law Distribution for Both Velocity and Void Fraction

Proposed by Bankoff
In the variable density single-fluid model proposed by Bankoff,
it is conceived that the two-phase mixture flows as a suspension
of bubbles in the liquid, where gradients exist in the concent-

ration of bubbles. The bubble concentration is maximum at the
center of the channel, decreases monotonically in a y-direction,
and vanishes at the channel wall.
'
An impotant concept which has been introduced is that the gas

and liquid have the same velocity at any position, the relative
velocity of the bubbles with respect to the surrounding liquid
being considered to be negligible compared to the gas velocity.
The average velocity of the gaseous phase is greater than that
of the liquid phase only because the gas is concentrated in the
regions of higher velocity.

'

Bankoff has assumed a poweT lai-r distribution for both the

velocity and the void fraction:

ut = ul = ug = um <l •g) 1/M .,.. (6-21)

q= .. <1 -g) 1/n (6-22)
where um and ctm are velocity and v6id fraction at the center of
the channel, and m and n are positive constants.
'
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- •-•

The averege velocit>r ut and void fraction q across the cToss

section are given by

lb
Ut =g o Ut dy

m••
m
m+1

&=ij:ctdY
n

=n.l am (6-24)

Using Eqs.(21) and (22), the liquid and gas mass-flow rates
are given by
b
Nfl = 2a pl ut (1 - ct) dy
o
'

'

'

"2ab pl iit (1-&/K) (6-2s)

Mg " 2a j': pg ut ct dy

'
'
=2ab pg ut ct/K
(6-26)

--

where pg and pl are the density of gas and liquid, and the flow
parameter K is
mn+m+n
(m+1)(n+1)
Finally, the bulk slip ve!ocity ratio is defined from the
conservation of mass relation
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x ITOC PI

S.ff=r----r---•-- '--' (6-2' 8)
1"X or P

g
where the quality x is defined as

M

x- r--g-=.-- (6-29)

Mg ' Ml

Substi.t.uting Eqs.(6-25) and (6-26) into Eq.(6-28), we obtain

1-&

K- ct •
6-4-b Performance Characteristics of Induction Converter
NumeTically Obtained with Power Law Distribution for Both
Velocity and Void Fraction
Using the liquid velocity given by Eq.(6-21) and the electrical
conductivity of two-phase mixture given by the Maxwell's correlation (see Eq.(S-2) of Chapter 5) into which Eq.(6-22) is substituted, Eqs.(6-13), (6-17) and (6-18) were integrated numerically
with high speed digital computer.
It has become evident from the numerical survey that the gen,erator efficiency depends only on the parameter m, that is, the

veloci.ty profile of liquid flow, According to this fact, the
parameters m at each void fraction are determined from the
experimental results shown in Fig, 5 respectively as follows:

or =O IO 20 30 40 50 0!,
m=7 6,5 5.5 3.5 2.S 2,O
where m = 7 corresponds to the velocity profile for turbulent
flow. Four velecity profUes for the pararneters m=2, 3, 6 and 7
are drawn in Fig,6-8 for reference.
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On the other hand, the electrical output power of the experi-

mental generator, as shown in Fig,6-4, decreases suddenly near 20
percent void fraction, This seeTns, as menti, oned in Chapter 5,

to be caused by the change of flow pattern occasioned near this
void fraction, We can •therefore consider that the gaseous phases
distribute uniformly in the liquid phase except near the channel

wall below about 20 percent void fraction and, beyond this void
fraction, suddenly gather each other and sequently concentrate
near the center of channel.
'
Then, taking the parameter n to be 7 below 20 percent void
fraction and 2 above this value, the numerical computation was

performed. The results obtained numerically are represented in
Figs.6-4 and -5 with solid line for generator and broken line for

The bulk slip Sf calculated with the parameters m and n used
is in the range between 1.0 and 1.3 and similar to the values

obtained experimentally (see Fig.6-6). The exact tendency for
slip ratio Sf has not, however, been obtained due to the scatter
of data.

6-5 Discussions and Conc!uding Remarks
Figure 6-9 shows the relation between the average void fraction
with a power law distribution and the bulk void fraction determined experimentally by the gamma-ray attenuation technique,
which is treated in Appendix,

As is evident from Fig.6-9, the difference between these void
fractions is considered to be negligible below 50 percent void
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fraction which is maximum in the present experiment,

Furthermore, the relation between the average velocity and the
bulk veloqity obtained experimentally from the liquid mass flow
rate and bulit void fraction is shown in Fig.6-10 as a function of
bulk void fraction, which is also treated in Appendix.

It is necessary to take into consideration the difference
between these values, when both the parameters m and n are small,

As is evident from Fig.6-4, the results obtained numerically
agree with those obtained experimentally, by assuming that the

parameter m for velocity profile decreases gradually from 7 to
2 with increasing the bulk void fraction from O to 50 percent

and then the parameter n for void distribution changes suddenly
from 7 to 2 at 20 percent void fraction due to the change of
'
flow pattern.
The sudden decrease in the electrical output power of generator
can be explained as follows.

If the working fluid possesses some velocity distribution, the
part of the working fluid with the ve!ocity above that of the
traveling magnetic wave is able to contribute to the output power

and the other part dissipates a part of the output power to be
accelerated,

Furthermore, if the gaseous phase gathers in the center of
channel where the fluid has higher velocity, then the electrical
conductivity of two-phase mixture becomes small value in the
region with higher velocity and vice versa.

It becomes known from these facts that the contribution to
output power decreases and the poweac dissipation increases due
'
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to the change of flow pattern, i,e, the change of the parariet.er
n from 7 to 2, '

On the other hand, the electrical input power of damper does
not decrease suddenly due to the change of flow pattern.

This is due to the fact that the electrical input power is
always dissipated to be the ohmic loss in the entire region of
working fluid because the Jnagnetic wave travels in the opposite

direction to the fluid flow, and then the difference between
before and after the change of flow pattern does not appear
c1early.

It is seen from Fig.6-4 that the electrical output power of the
experimental generator becomes samewhat lower than that obtained
numerically. This seems to be due to the fact that the analysis
has utilized the Maxwell's correlation for the electrical conductivity of two-phase mixture, which is restricted to small values

of void fraction as mentioned in Chapter 5. The actual electrical conductivity of two-phase mixture seems to be lower above
20 percent void fraction than the Maxwell's correlation,
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Appendix
The Relation 1)etween The Average Void Fract.ion with A

Power Law Distribution and The Bulk Void Fraction
Determined Experimentally by The Gamma-Ray Attenuation
Technique
Neglecting the attenuation of gamma-ray by the gaseous phase,
the void fraction in the two-phase mixture with uniformly distri'
buted gaseous phase is given by
ln{It/I.}

ct =1h

ln{Ifll.} (Al)

'
where the intensity If of the gamma-ray passed across the channel
which is completely filled with liquid is

If=Ie ' exp{-plpla}, - (A2)

the intensity It of the gamma-ray passed across the channel in
which the'two-phase mixture flows

It=Ie exp{-vlpla(1-ct)}, (A3)

'
Ie the intensity of the gamma-ray passed across the empty channel,
ul the density absorption coefficient, and pl the liquid density(2),

If the gaseous phase has a power law distribution, then the
intensity of gamma-ray passed across the two-phase mixture is
represented as

it* = iieJ: exp{-vipia(i-ct)} dy (A4)
'
where ct is the local void fraction given by Eq.(6-22).
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Using Eqs.(Al.) and (A4), the relation between the average void
fraction and the hulk void fraction determined by applying the
gamma-beam to the entire height of channel is obtained as follows,
(x B. .- i - l." {{ li/" /i •l fi} . i . i" ( g J vbt i:ll:{ -pi pia a-or) }d y} (A s)

The Relation between The Average Velocity and The Bulk
Velocity Obtained Experimentally from The Liquid Mass
'
Flow Rate

The bulk velocity of liquid is determined, as Eq,(A6), from
the liquid mass flow rate with the bulk void fraction:
.Ml
2ab (1-ct B) Pl

Using the liquid mass flow rate given by Eq.(6-25) in which the
' is assumed for both the velocity and the
power law distribution
void fraction, the relation between the average velocity and the
' is obtained as
bulk velocity
1 - ct/K

UB= 1. .B UI (A7)
'
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Chapter 7
Summary
In the previous chapters are described the performance characteristics of the liquid metal MHD power generator, using single-

and two-phase flow as working fluid, which have been researched
with the experimental generators operated using mercury, NaK
(liquid metal eutectic consisted of 78 wlo potassium and 22 w/o
sodium) and NaK-N2 flows, and furthermore treated analytically
and/or numerically in order to generalize the problems,
t

Concerning the liquid metal MHD power generation using single-

phase flow'as working fluid, in the present thesis were treated
both the effects due to the finite conductivity of the electrode
in the D.C. Faraday generator in comparison with the end loss

and due to the variation of the traveling magnetic field intensity
in the induction generator together with the ohmic loss induced
in the metallic channel wall,

In the liquid metal MHD D,C, Faraday generator, the perfect
conductor approximation can not always be applied to the electrode

because the electrical conductivity of the electrode is so large
as to be comparable with that of the working fluid, and therefore
the distortion of the electric potential distribution has to be
taken into consideration not only in the fluid but also in the

electrode. According to the analytical solution of Laplacian
field equation obtained here under some simplification, the performance characteristics of the geperator are represented by mul-

tiplying that of the ideal generator by the factor A, given from
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Eq.(2-26) of Chapter 2.
The re.gults obtainecl analytically have agreed very weU with
those obtained in the present experiments, where the generators

were operated with mercury as working fluid and had the relatively
large aspect ratio and magnetic field extensions for the purpose

of reducing the end loss. However, the power density of the
generator with the stainless steel electrodes had become lower
than the analytical results due to the contact resistance between
the electrode and the fluid, whereas, with copper electrode, the
'amalgamation could occur to reduce the contact Tesistance.

Superposing the electrode loss analytically obtained here by
neglecting the end loss and the end loss analytically obtained by
Sutton by assuming the perfect conductor for the electrode, the

performance characteristics taken into consideration the two losses
are expressed by Eq.(2-37) of Chapter 2. It cannot, however, be
' accurately the losses incurred in an actual
considered to represent
generator, where the two kinds of loss are interrelated and not

independent of each other, For the purpose of treating simultaneously the two losses and predicting the more accurate performance
characteristics, a numerical computation using high speed digital

computor had been performed to solve the Laplacian field equation
taking into consideration both the two losses.

The results obtained numerically are shown in Fig.2-4 of
chapter 2 comparing with Xo,
'
The performance characteristics
of liquid metal MHD induction

generator have been analyzed by Wang G Dudzinsky and Pierson G
Jackson, etc. by assuming the traveling magnetic field intensity
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to be uniform in the direction of fluid flow. In an actual generator, the magnetic field intensity generated in the fluid channel,

however, has certain variations aceording to differences in the
disposition of the teeth and slots in the stators.

Taking into consideration the ohmic lpss induced in the metallic
channel wall in addition to this variation of the magnetic field
intensity, the performance characteristics of liquid metal MHD
induction generator have been obtained analytically in the present
thesis by applying the slit channel approximation.

The results obtained for the generator operated in constant current made and in constant voltage mode are represented in Eqs.(329).v(3-35) and in Eqs.(3-41)tv(3-44) of Chapter 3 respectively.

The following facts are revealed from this analytical results.
The electro-mechanical power of the converteT operated in constant voltage mode is dependent on the magnetic field variation and
independent of the ohmic loss due to the eddy current induced in
the channel wall, and therefore the range of slip in which the
converter acts as pump is affected only by the magnetic field
variation, and becomes narrow as the dgree of this variation becomes
large. On the other hand, the gross electrical power of the converter operated in constant voltage mode is dependent on both the
magnetic field variation and the ohnic loss in the wall, and the
former is masked by the latter especially at low efficiency, and
hence the slip at which the converter begins to act as generator
under self-excitation is determined, for the most part, by the
ohmic loss in the wall and increases its negative value as the
ohmic loss in wall becomes larger.
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The electrical power obtained with the converter when equipped
with copper slde bars fixed to the side wall of the .channel in
order to decrease the electric currents in the directj.on of the
current loop (2) in Fig.3-18 of Chapter 3, agreed with the analy-

tical solution obtained here, though the curves shifted to the
negative side of the slip due to the additional ohmic losses in
both the side wall of channel and the copper side bars, of which
a part protrudes' into the applied magnetic field.
Concerning the liquid metal MHD power generation using two-phase
mixture flow as working fluid, the frictional loss in the generator channel, the apparent electrical conductivity of two-phase
J
mixture and the performance characteristics ,of induction generator
.
with the two-phase flow were treated in the present thesis.
In a two-phase system composed of liquid metal mixed with vapor
or with gas in a liquid metal MHD generator channel, which is
affected significantly by the velocity of the liquid, the fric-

tional pressure drop in the two-phase flow should be considered
in reference to that of the liquid flowing alone at the same
velocity and not at the sarne mass flow rate as that of the liquid

in the two-phase flow, in order to clarify the difference in
performance characteristics between that in the liquid flow alone
and that in the two-phase flow system.

Based on semiempirical analysis assuming the two-phase mixture
to be a continuous medium, the author has,determined the friction
factor as a function of Reynolds number with the NaK-N2 two-phase
flow in the rectangular channel, which is represented in Eq.(4-11)
of Chapter 4,
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From this sem.iempirical anal>rsis, the frictiona] pressure drop

in the two-phase Jrlcw appears to be smaller than that in a corres-

ponding single-phase flow of the same velocity as that of the
liquid in the two-phase flow in the range of small slip and small

density ratio, where the contribution of the gas to the frictional
pressure drop is not dominant.

The apparent electrical conductivity of the two-phase mixture
obtained experimentally with Hg-H.20 and NaK-N2 niixtures in the
traveling magnetic field decreased suddenly near 20 O-e void frac-

tion due to the transition of the flow pattern from bubbly to slug
flow regime, and in the bubbly flow, agreed well with Maxwell's
theoretical value, and in the slug flow falled between Maxwell's
theoretica! value and Petrick and Lee's experimental value according to the dgree of the establishnent of the slug flow regime.

The results obtained with H20-N2 mixture in the static electric
field agreed well with Maxwell's theoretical value or (1-ct) up to

considerably higher void fractions. A similar tendency is also
seen in the experimental results for air-water mixture obtained
b>x Petrick and Lee. This may be attributed to the difference in
electric current conduction between liquid metal and water, which
latter is a weak electrolyte.

The electrical output power of the induction generator operated
with NaK-N2 two-phase flow decreased with increasing void fraction
and furthermore had a sudden decrease near 20 Oio void fraction,

while the electrical input power of the induction damper decreased
gradually without having such sudden decrease.

On the other hand, the efficiency of the induction generator
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operated with NaK-N2 two-phase flow decreased slightly up to
about 30 O-o void fraction and sequently beyond this void fraction

decreased more rapidly.
This experimental results can be explained as follows by assuming both the liquid velocity and the void fraction have certain

distributions and these distributions change due to the transition
of flow pattern,

If the working fluid posseses certain distribution, the part of
the working fluid with the velocity above that of the traveling

magnetic wave is able to contribute to the output power and the
other part dissipates a part of the output power to be accelerated.

Furthermore, if the gaseous phase gathers in the center of
channel where the fluid has higher velocity, then the electrical
conductivity of two-phase mixture becomes smaller value in the
region with higher velocity and vice versa.

It becomes known from these facts that the contribution to the
output power decreases and the dissipation of the output power
increases due to the change of flow pattern, that is the consentration of void into the central region of the channel together

with the acceleration of the liquid in the central region of the
channel and the deceleration of the liquid near the channel wall.

On the other hand, the electrical input power supplied to the
induction damper is always dissipated to be the ohmic loss in the
entire region of working fluid because the magnetic wave travels
in-

the opposite diTection of the fluid flow, and then the diffe-

rence between before and after the change of flow pattern does
not appear clearly,
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Coupling t.he electro-m,agnetic equations with the power law

distribution for both velocity and void fraction proposed by
Bankoff and usjng the correlation of the electrical eonductivity
of two-phase mixture versus void fraction gj.ven by Maxwell, the
"
author has solved numerically the performance charaeteristics of
the induction coRverter using two-phase flow and explained well
the results obtained experimentally.

The slip ratios between the velocity of gaseous phase and that
of liquid phase in the two-phase flow crowd in the narrow range
between 1,O and 1.3 in the present experiment whether the traveling magnetic field was applied or not, though the effect of the

electro-magnetic force to the slip ratio has never been appeared
due to the weak magnetic field intensity applied in the present
experiment, where the frictional pressure gradient was dominant.

Concerning the slip ratio and the flow pattern of the liquid
metal-gas or -vapor two-phase flow which affect significantly
to the performance characteristics of liquid metal MHD power
generator, more advanced researches are required.
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